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at_work,...the_ronvener can look fOr behavior which does or does not support

the goal statements. Information about any discrepancies between stated

objectives and member behaviors should be fedback to the team. After dis-

crepancies are,d)rought into.;the open, the goal statements can be modified

'or team.members may agree to change their behaviors.

It is also the.role of the convener to eMphasize the,importance

of continual reassessment of goals: The team's goals may be adjusted as

work _towards them.proceeds. Although sOMe goals may proVe to.be unrealistic,.

Others may not seem relevant to the current Airettion of the team's work.'

When.team.members take:for granted that the reworking 6f gbals is a central

part of their teamwork, then they May be more capable of avoiding.many of

the tensions which arise when discrepancies between stated goals and their-

actual behavior occur.

(4) dntegrating personal;goals with group goals. Team members'
or.

satisfactions'increase as they see their personal goals being integrated

into the-t am's goals. The convener can facilitate integration of individual--

and team in rests by having team members spend time thinking about what ,

their personal goals are." An exercise that could be helpful begins with

each team member writing his or her personal goals on a large sheet of news.:

print. The pages of newsprint-are-next posted around the room and everyone

'17eads all the pages. On the same page or an adjacent blank one; anyone

writes down a team goal or team task which he or she feels could help to .

satisfy a listed personal'goal. After the reading and writing are completed,

team members again look at their own lists-and the added suggestions. Finally,

the team as a whole discusses what has been learned about team functioning

and the goals which should be pursued jointly..

Managing conflicts on the team. Another important function of the
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convener ijivolves uncoveritt, pinpointing, and encouraging constructive

work on conflicts. Although disagreements among team meMbers indicate

that conflict'is present on the team, the conflict-can be Constructive when

AlSdusSjon and exploration of differences occur. The energy that grows out

of conflict can-be very helpful, to the team if constructive and creative

problem solving occurS, s a cpsequence.

Conveners can ptay a constructiye.part in the face of conflict

when they: pinpoint ,the specific issues when disagreement is Occurring. It

is important for the convener to keep_cOnflicts from becoming more general

than thePreally. are. Thus, two team members who disagree abomt, how the

work is to-be-carried out, but who at the same time hold similar goals foe

:the team, can be urged to create constructive_ways in which each can work

toward the larger good while still doing some tasksTAiffetently. It is

important fn this instance that the particular area of conflict is acknow-
,

ledged and that a small conflict is not allowed to escalate into'an intense
-

--interpersonal fued, The convener should encourage open discussion to help

the two, team members to come.to grips with a resolution.

Many conflicts, although not all by any neans, arise because of

poor communication. Two or more team members become embrolled in a series

of misunderstandi*, rumors, and misinterpretations. The convener can

facilitate understanding in these instances by encouraging team members to

practice theetommunication skills described above. Misinterpretations can

be clarified, misunderstandings can be redyped, and rumor can be laid to

rest by being specific about behaviors, feetings, and beliefs. The convener

can'take a neutral position in attempting to reduce such interpersonal

ambiguities.

The convener can suggest several activities for helping the team
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to deal with Conflict:"

(lJ The worst fantasy:. A major psychological obstacTe to

negotiSting solutions to.confligtis fear of what would happen if one.

party gives ln. The worst fantasy activity is a way:in whiq the conflic

ting parties'can explore thep oWn fears, while revealing to the others hoW

threatening thesitUation is. Using.a real conflict, the adversaries imagine

what the woTst happening could be if the other individual, or subgroup

should gain what it wanted from- the. conflict. For exaMple, a'third. grade

teacher on the primary team might fear thatlf the first and second grade

teachers- adopt-the new_reading procedure they have in mind that ell studentS
.

:
comtng into the.third grade reading groppswill- be ilcompetent, readers and

that she will be burderied With the heaVy load of remedial reading. Or;

another examOle cou9d invOlve ahead counselor in a senior'high who fears'

that if leadership rotates ardong all counselors on the team that he wOuld
4

not.be able:to Tun the human relations groups he Wants because.other cdUn-.

selors believe thav they.are a waste of time.

These conflicts are not atypiCal in educational teams.; they.can

be managedlf the fantasies of the adversaries are shared. The convener

can encourage resolution by:having the two side§ ekplore.how.each thinks

about the very,worst fanttsy\of the,other. VOuld side A suffer its worst,

fantasy if side B. got what it wanted?- For example, if B -gets the'role of

representing the team in disCussions with the principal about 'scheduling,

will A get the worst schedule arrangement plus before-school duty? Ob-

viously once Worst fears are brought out into the open; agreement can more

easily be reached which will protect each part,' -- or if the reality of a

fear is actually devastating, an open discussion can show chat A should or

sho61'd not bac down, etc. Once conflicts are revealed, constructive steps
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can begin to be worked out.

(2) Careful observations. -By watching a team at work,.the con-

vener can begin to pick up clues aboubconflict. Does'somè team member

continually introduce irritation to a dis5ussion or hostility to a dis-

agreement? Do these behaviors seem warranted? Do some team issues get

discus'sed Only superficially as if members were avoiding real 'difficulties?

Do some gembers keep watching (but not talking) as.if they are fearful of

what might happen next? Do some members seem never to talk to One another?

Do some team members' contributions constantly get ignored or plopped? Are

tense feelings present while.some team members are interacting.

Many Clues like_these'can. help the-convener andcother team members

to realize that confl,icts on the team are present. .0n,ce conflicts are noted, "

the convener.should hazard an jmpression check to raise the conflict into

the.open. Then discussion occurs, the conflict-issues are sharpeng, and

miscommunications are settled. After real differences are agreed upon,

problem solving and.negotiation is encouraged. The next section deals with

problem solving procedures which can facilitate a team's functioning.

, Organizing protlem-solving. A critical set of activities for wig.-

team_iavolves problem solving. As we view it, aproblem iS a discrepancy

between a goal and a currentstate of affairs. .Thus, for a pair of adver-

sarie'to engage in,problem solving the.9 must at the outset agree on some

. overarching. goal...and: :see their present.situation'as falling short of. that'

goal. The astute convener or team member will attempt to get thOse in

7 confl:iot,to focus on their, cornnon goals and their disparate current points

. of view.

A useful system of trob1erp solving consiitutes three elements:

the situation, target, and pahs. The situation is the ways things are;,

\.
A
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targets are team or personal goals; paths are actions to take for moving

from the current situation to the team's targets. Astute conveners will'

keep'these 'elements of problem olving in consideration as they attempt to

help the team take on a problem-solving ordentatiop. The targets set up

the objactives towJ which the team will move --methe current situation

'lust be known -- and the pathsare Ihe mainspringsof team members' creatiVi-

ty'and self-renewal.

The following steps ate part of a problem-solving sequence that'

a team may want to use:

(1) Clarify.ing the problem- The team should avoid the pitfall "

of getting hung up on words during this early phIse of.problem solving.

Some team Members may prefer to speak of goals, other,s majt like to speak

of problemS, while,others mv-prefer the neutral label .of issues. But the

-
convener should remember that all goals.reflect implicit problems,.all

'probleMs indicate issug to be: considered, and all issues take on their

imPortance from the goals they involve.

The convener should(encourage team members to describe problems- ,

concretely-and specifically, mentioning actual events, places, people, and

resources. The problem, statements should be written where,everyone can see .

them,dn a blackboard ora,sheet ofnewsprint or the like. And, members

should be encouraged to mention as many problems as they tan think of, .

pjacing .by each problem stateMent the goal that is'potbeing reachdd..

" .Next",.all.team members review what has been written and attempt'

to:reduce.the'litt to a fewer nuMber of problem stitements-and-goalS.

the red6ced list is reviewed by-the. team another time so that all ofthe.
,

factors inVolved in anY particular/problem can''be brought out into the

open. Finally, during this7first step.in problem Solving, the convener: en-

101



courages the team to choose ane problem and one goal to be attacked.

(2) Analyzing the problem. Once the situatimm and target have

been.clarified and team members share a working agreement about tWem, it

4s useful for team members to think of all of the forces that are keeping

the team from moving toward its target (h4ndering forces) and all ihe forces

that are helping the team to move toward its-target-(helping forces).

The team will divover that'some of these forces are more'impor-

tant than' others and that some are unchangeable, The forces that'cannot

be changed must be,accepted as an integral part of the sitaatiOn, and team

members should be thinking about ways to work around them. Mist time is

spent during this step'in problem solving in thinking of ways to reduce the

strength of the hindering forces. -It 'is important forrthe.cpnvener to

encourage everyone to give their ideas about the hindering farces. Some-
?.

times,I,he team may wish to 'ask an outside resource person to contribute

some ideas during this step.

(3) Generating alternative paths. Now, with the primary hindering

forces in mind, team members attempt to think of various paths to move from °"644116

the situation to the target, One way to produce a lot of ideas fairly
a

quick'ly is to have teath members use the technique'of brainStorming. The

rule durinOirainstorming is. to accept all ideas.that are throWn out.without .

evaluating them. Often a time limit is placed on the team. Usually, the

convener asks team members also to fdcus on one or two hindering forces at

a time and to generate paths of action to overcome these, restraints. One

.or two team members act aS recorders, and team members try to throw out

ffenxideas quickly. The ideas'are supposed.to be stated briefly, without

being explained. The ideas do not necessarily have to be practical nor do

the contributors have to say how the ideas will be implemented. Ideally,



spontaneity and creativity become contagious and team members relay as

they bounce thoughts Off of one another.

(4) ,Criticizing_the brainstormed paths. airing the brainstorming

team members were asked to set aside critical judgments. NOw is the time to

use critical judgment in attempting-. come up.with some feasible and reasonable

action plans. Once idea, generating is over the team settles down to discussiag
A

and understanding the ideas'that have been presented. The conveneritries to

help members establish a constructive and creative approach. How might a

way-out idea be carried out? What new, and innovative things can we do? Once

team members have discussed all of the brainstormed ideas, they can begin to

eyaluate and to choose those paths that they really want to pursue.

(5) Generating a plan of action. Next, team members try to bring

the various paths from.step 4 into a single, integrated desi6n for action.

PAR plan itself should be specific and concrete. TO design should include

who will do what'and when. ,And is it important that all of the team Members

AO will be expected to participate in the plan should be a part of the designinI

process. For example, an action'plan generated by a ficticiout4eam that

is looking for new ways to evaluate student progress in social studies might,

be that Mr. T. and Ms. S. will talk with the district's evaluation special-
(

ist about available evaluation techniques before the end of the month and

that Mr. G. will look up references to social studies eva.luatioii- in the

,.University library during_the next three weeks. 1::
0

Once a-design for action has been generated, the team members. should

spend a little time imagining how their new actions might work out. What might

get in the way of impleMenting the design? The-design is then revised accord,

to team members' guesses about how the plan might work best. 'Often, the fresh
4-,

point of view of an outsider can be useful to the team at this Point. Time
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spent by the team on/this kind of projection and revision will be much less than
.)

the time demanded to launch the action, to struggle with the attual forces, and

then to come back to evaluate and revise. .Creative ima.gination and guessing

used .now can ?ard off some of the biggest weaknesses in the, design.

(-6) Trying out the plan. Team members are now ready to put the'plan

( into action. 'As the'plan takes shape in the real world, both the way the team

. works together and the effectiveness of the plan should be'evaluated. The

convener should encourage team members to look catZfully at what happens and

to suggest changes in the plan as needed. Evaluation by team members themselves

will help them to see what is working well and what needs changing. Ultimately,

evaluation by team members will encourage them to start a new.problem solving

cycle.

0
A microdesign for problem solving. After team members have experjenced

some problem solving of the type described above, they may,be ready/to short

- :.circuit some-of the steps and to get to solutions more quickly. The following

microdesign has fOur stNos: (1) writing problem statements each statement

includes a description.pf.the situation and a target statement-4; (2). alternative.

solutions -- brainstorming action paths:occurs during this step. It is important

for the convener to keep:the team on to the rules of brainstorming; (3). choosinq .

the fiVe most likely alternati;es -- by voting, the.team can reduce to.,brain-

stormed list to about 10... Then'by discuSsion, the fiVe most likaly and feasible

ideas are selected; and (4) making action plans --'once the five alternative'

solutions have.been.decided on, the-team moves on to making action planS. .The

fiVe paths are.put in the order in Which they will WimpleMented. Each Oath

is stated specifically and concmtely an'd linked to every other path.
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Facilitating decision making. Team members'should be aware of.

different mithods for makingldecisions. Sometimes, for. instance, decisions

will best be made brindividuajs, especially when they havnparticular ex-

pertise or when the decisions involve only a few team members. But, other

times, ;it will be important for team members to obtain a maVrity vote or

even unanimity when all team members must be involved in implementing the

decision,
.

The convener should help the team to be clear on the decision-makipg
, 1

procedure it is using for each issue. It is useful to.have a category- syster

in mind about decision making sojthat team mewbdrs will. have a common voca-'

bulary. One such system includes the followin kinds of participation in

decision matingr, (1) informed -- this is the wealcest position in relation'.

to decision-making; it requires that the team member.is timply informed,abotit

the decision after it .js made. (2) 'Consulted -- thiSikind of participation
6

specif.ies that the team member must be consulted prior to the time Of decisidn-

making. (3) Ipvolved -- this means that the team member participates directly

in the deciscon-making process. Usually-a vote of some majority is required
a

during such a process. (4). Veto -7 here the team. member can .call off a decision
-

that as been made. This giVes the person with veto power consfderable influenc

1,,S

in lotion to the entine decision-making process. And'finally, (5) author*

here t4 team.member has the ldgitimate right to make the decision on his or her

own.Witbout.consultingor participating with others. It represents' the highest

amount of power in_jdecision-making.

The convener should encourage team members to reach clarity in how

they will handle their decision-making. One procedure for doing this is to

use a matrix in which issues for decision-making are listed down the,left

hand side vertically and the positions or roles on the team ave listed across

. /
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the top horiioitally.. The cells of the matrix'are filled out with the five

types of influence listed above. For an example of Ws' orbcedure, see the
'

.

chapter on decision making in the Aandbook of OrgwozatiOnDevelOment in

Schools,i(see'annotated reference intChaPt.r 6).

, .

, .Perhaps the most irgportant set of activities fOr team members to'
,

. .,

getjnto relation to decision making is.what-we refer. to. as consenSus
,.

decisiSh-Makin4. 6y contensus'deCision-making'we refer tO a discUssion v
.

. .
,

process not to nuanimity"Or complete agreeMent of every member. During
,, .

,

. . ,

.a consensus discussion, members are,:obliged-to paraphrase what he key.

points'of disagreement in. the team are.. Then, members are encouraged to
. As

. find creative cothOromiscs. The cdnvener takes.care .to point out whAt ihe

ininority position-is and to paraphrase it. The team strives to find a
n.

solution that encompasses the major points.of the minority position. After

thorough discussion, those members who still cannot completely agree with .

the majority positioware asked 'if.they can live with the decision for a

prescribed period of timt. 1t is important at this point for the .convener

to initiate a teab surv,gy, In the sYrveY1 every member is o6sliged to

repórt publicly what he Or she thinks or feels about the issue. Finally,

, a. pact is made on the team to.carry out the decision Yor a prescribed period

of time.

Nrocedures for 'Effective Team Meetings

Meetims are important for the e#fective functioning of any educatior4)

team; they serve as the.communicatior. center of the team., Team membersjhave

the opportunity io share information in face-to-face, two way dialogue. Thut,

team members get the benefitOf receiving'direct.feedback about the messages

they are'sending and rece, iving and thereby get some aSsurance that they have

'been understood.

106
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k Meetfhgs of the teamAlso provide a forum for collabotitive declsio

..,making and consensus' discussions. With all the team members present all'the
00

4
available illfovrmattor can be heard, all of the sides of an issue can kpresent

r 0

and a collective, clearly Aderstood decision can be,reached. ,At subsequent te

meetings, the implementation of detisions and'plans for action can be monftored

Meetingst, thus, assure a sense of continuity,to team planning.And activities.

Perhaps, most significahtly, meetings,can be commitment.generating experienceS'

Aombng teatil members for the imPlemcntation of team'decisions.sand the realization

of team.goals:. Meetings can also Provide a forum for tOnflict raising'and probl

solving and can be used to draw out and coordinatethe variety of opinions And

resours in the team.

The.three most important aspects of effective team meetings

0

are: (1) sietttng.up the agendL)(2) encouraging parti6pation, and (3)
Aor-

guiding the debriefing.
,

Setting'up the agenda. Prior to the meeting t(convener should

initiate a process for setting up the agenda. Most team meetings involve

discussion of seVeral items or topics that differ in four impOrtant..ways and eh

convener should have these in mind when helPing the team totenerate the,agenda
.; 8,

..The four import6nt aspects of the agenda are: (1)Athe importance or'urgency
-\

of the items, (2) the extent to which the items pertain to some team members .

and not tO others, (3) the amovnt of time needed to discuss the J.tem, and (4)

--,-the type of action required from team members concernihg the items. For e*ampl

same items may'require merely an exChange-tf information:, While others. May'

tequire consensus decision-making or considerable joint planning:
4

The convener can facilitate am effective teaM meetipg by taking

these four dimensiens into consideration while.setting up die agenda. The
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following steps make use of these four dimensions and allow all team members

,
to participate in buildtng the agenda.

(1).Posting the agenda. The convener has an agenda posted in a

'central location so that team'I;lembers can write down' items of importance to them,
9

.

prior to the meeting. .The cOnvener brings this agenda to the meeting.

(2) Sfartin'the meeting. At the statt of the meeting, the convener

asks each team member to think of.any items that may be of importance for group

discussion. These Items are added to the agenda. Next, the,convener makes

sure that all members understand each item. Then the items are placed into

clusters, if \they,can be grouped toge er -- so that several items can be
..

discussed under the same agenda item.

/"/
' .(3) Ordering the agenda. The convener selects an rder for the

,

t

iters which is based on the importance and, utgency of the items, The convener

..------ -
asks team members which items.seem mostimbortanteto them. IteMsthat only

. -

are relevant to, two or three team members are left'for the last part of the

meeting in case some team members are,required to leave the meeting early.

(4) Proceeding thei) WV*. agenda, The convener,calls Upon eac;

'team member-who suggested_ the item yO take the lead.during that'part of the

meeting.' The convener watches the time to assure that the team stays on schedule.

The written agenda that was posted prior to the meeting can be--

prepared using the following format:

0
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Person'
Peesenting

_

Time
Required

Using parents as
teacMng aides

Lunch_ schedule-
modifications

New workbooks-

Mjni-course
probl ems

Parents/teachers
party

Dave

Sal ly

Sara

Decfsion7ilaking

Information

Information

1

15 minutes

2 minutes

3 minutes

BOb -Problem-T-Solvin\ -..:20 minutes

Sallx Information minutes

This agenda is broughtftto the meeting by the convener and the steps

described above are followed.

Encouraging pailticipation. During the meeting, -the convener acts

_Las the discussion lea-der. The main tasks .of tha convener are to facilitate

participation -in the digcussion `and to monitor the flow of the meeting. The

conVerier should certainly not dominate themeeting, yet, at times, he-'or she

must be 'forceful anedefinite. The convener is concerned With the team

accomplishing tasks end is also concerned with how the membert work together-

to 'accomplish- the tasks. It is the.convener's main job to steer-tire meeting -

. away from task'issues and onjo interpersonal or social-emotional issues when

he or she betjeves that the latter procesSes a-re,interfering with the fOrmei-.

. -
ones.

The convener is conterned that all team members participate in the. .
.... .c.--

- .
r , -

discussidn and the decision making. The- convener paraphrases, and summartzes to
. .

,-./. ,..

..-.0wengrure 'clirity and ass-for surieys to be taken to facilitate open participation.0
itnef consensus decision making. Although the convener has'a -great deal of.*

potential influence on the cotirse the meeting takes,"-he or She-must be open

,

'far'Y



-1---!_to_opinions ;and views whidh are 'di4ereht. The convener s_trives _to keep in

touch with the emotional tone of the.team, tries to clarify when he or she

suspects that there is some confusion; checks for saticsfaction of members with
_

-their participation, and watches to make sure that the meeting is progressing
4

accordirtg to schedule.

P

Ovany educational teams, the cipartment head, the principal, or

the head teacher naturally PerforM some Of the convenihg 'functions. We believe,

Hhowever, that a convener should_be appointed'from the membershiplc perform
'

.

.4

--__discbssion-leader_functiOns. Aurexpariencehas-shown Aat-an-efiective way

of sharing discussion-leader responsibilities among the team memberS is to rotate

the rOle Of.convener.among them. =

Before the meeting begins, the member who is appointed convener

reviews the agenda, carries the post6d agenda to the meeting room,

and appoints another team member to take minutes. The convener calls the
,

Aneeting to order, leads the team to establish priorities.in the agenda, keeps

the team on tasks, monitors its time agreements for each 'item and remains

attunedfto.feelings of confusiOn, attempting.,to'clarify matters by paraphrastng

and summariling. At the end of each item, the convener checks to be sure that

everyone who wanted to contribute to the:discussion had a chance to do so and

makes sure'that someone on the team summarizes to make sure the secretary has

prepared accurate minutes. On aiplanned basis, the convener conducts a "process
-

-debriefing" (described'below), checks with the seeretary to see that hd'or she

is clear about the minutes, and transfer left7over agenda to,the.agenda sheeti

for.the next meeting.

A primary key to effective meetings is the ease with which the.,team

merai,:.,rs freely contribute to the-problem solving and decision making.. Free

-and forthright parti-aipation requires a climate of trust and openness On tM
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team, in which all team-members-can feel that their opinions and percepticns

are worthwhile and valued by the other team meneers. There are several pro-

ceduresTthat can beuseful for encouraging participatiOn. Along with the

communication skills described previously-the following activities can be tried

- to. encourage wide.participation om the:team.

(1) The chance to listen. This procedure ensures that communicatio

wil.3 be understood. During critical periods of the meeting or at times when

there seems to be some misunderstanding, the members of the team are asked to

pAraphrase the penson who just finished speaking before they are allowed to .

°state their own view. Moreover, before any decision is reached, several team

members should paraphrase the proposal-that the group is deciding upon.

(2) Time tokens:. Thls procedure can beuted to evep out team partf.

cipati -tn instanceswhere some teaM membei's dominate while most Others barely:

con ibuteat all. The same number of tokens are diStributed to each teaM;.

member. Each token is redeemable for a specific amount of discuss.ton time, say.

30 seconds. Every time team-members participate in the discussion, they use
- -

up some of their tokens. Whenmembers run Out of token, they can-say nothing,'

unles other team members are willing to give them some of their tikens. This

allowS the team to decide to give an exceptional contributor a greater share

of the "atr time."

(3) Buzz groups. This procedure allows smaller groups of team

members to discuss an issue. The meeting is interrupted briefly, and.members

form either triads or quadrads and exchange views. This is particularly'
,

. . , .

useful if some team members hold.a minority vieW that they are.hesitant.td bring

...gut..ip-the larger group, or inthe pcesence.of,the team leader-or principal.

,

At the end:of the aiscussion, reporterlfrom each small group are aSked to tum-

marize the views that were expressed tn their-group-



0uiding. the debHefing., The convener shoUld be Watching what is

;happening both with regard to work and to the social emotional processes' during

-

meetings. It is important for the convener to take "procesi checks" whenever
/ -

they seem appropriate, especially regarding satisfaction of group members with

theircparticipation and the decision-making that:is being.done. During either

themiddle part of the meeting or the last 10 minutes of the meeting (or'both)

the-tem should discuss answers to the following sorts of questions: Did we

accomplish our goal's for the meeting? Didowe,use our resovrces and individual

strengths effectively? Or, did we avoid pitfalls such aswasting time?, et&.

While the team is trying to answer such questions we describe the discussions

as a "debriefing,"

The convener will find it usefu.kto have some group-Orocess concepts

in mind to guide debriafings. An important aspect of team:process,is the

with which the functions and roles that we described before as-work and social-
1/4

emotional all fit together as the team progresses during its meeting. The

total team Orocess consists of a gestalt that enc3mpasses both work and social

emotional functions and in some way allows for and-copec with indivicWa1 diT,:-
.

F
4.

ferences of the team members. In this sense,Nthe team's vocess consists of
,.

,

..balana: among all these functions varying with\the needs of team at any given
_ .

,

time and the demands imposed by the external and internal presures on the

,

zteitm.. There are several questicms that L;am.be:.helpful for the convenerto keep .

:

inAilnd in relation to these team processe and'Aebriefing.

e, 7

.(1) What is the pace of the team? Are we slowing down
4 ,

or moving ahead? Do we fee} satisflO,with the,ground

we are covering?

I

2
"orle



(2) Are we eXpressin§:our dissatisfactions directly?

p6 .4ant.tlembers havg_uncomfOrtOje feelings about:-
,

'. the:way we are dOing.things? Are they being eX-

pressed?

(3) What does.our participation look like? Who isswpar'ticip-ting and who is not participating? Where

do the team mgmbers,who are participating least,

stand on the issues? Are we hearing everyone's

views?

-(4) Are we helping each other (clarifying, supporting,

giving information,.paraphrasing, suminarizing, en-
4

couraging, etc.) orare we arguing each other down2
_

'Are we listening to each other? .

_( ) Are we- engaging'-in anyse'lf-_oriented behaviors like

plopping, sandbagging, working hidden agendas, etc.?

5:

J.

In i'dditicinto key_concepts for debriefing, the-convener_shOuld

t
have A repertoire of questionnaire items that can be employed:to facilitate de-

briefing... The following kinds of questionnaires cari'be useful:

(1) The Short Survey. .The following few items can be.used for

launching debriefing discussions:

Others pay attention to
what I have tos say

!Team membbrs are at.
,odds.with one another'

I haye partkipated
of ter1-77--.

t,

Others,tend to
ignore what I say.

Team meMbers are work,
/' ing together.qutteAtell

4 7;

L
I have "participated

very little



.
Members are encourag4 to give behavior descriptions and their Own

.

.feelingSAn relation to each of ete.items.

(2) GrOup Climate. Tti4_e following luestiOh-§-adapted from 13-radford;---
\ .

1

Stock, and Horevitz (1961) can be used for reporting team member5 reactions

tO meetings. Each.team member is askLd to complete the scales and a geniral

picture can be calculated.for the team as a whole.

What was the general atmosphere in the grou ?' Check a

place pn-.eith scale.

. Formal . . Informal

-

Competitive . Cooperative

Hostile : Supporfive
,

-. ,

Controlled :, . : Permissive:

,

Warm .
.

: .
. Cod

WHat was the quality of the work accomplished? Check a

place on each scale.

.--N7ProdUction: High

0

-

High

Satisfaction
of Group Mem-
bers:

Goals of'
Group: Clear

Coordination of
Group's
Efforts: Clearly

'Organized :

Methods, pro-
cedural

.M4

: Low

Flexible.:

.

(3) A Check on ParticipationcJhe fcillowirng scales are helpful in

v Vaguely or
: poorly'organiud

: Infleii6le

-. 7'i,t
generat-$40nformation about:the frequency nd qualtty of pat.ticfpation tn:the.

.0. t
...

Abeeting:
..

.



/A) Haw did ydu feel abotit ,your participation during
this meeting? -(Check a place),

- . .

Very Qu te Some l4hat Some What
Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Dissatisfied

Quite Very
Dissatisfied Dissatisfied

(B) Check a place on each scale that shows how you think
others participated.

All people Only a few
talked : . . talkee

. ,

, Members
involved : :\ : apathetic

.All members

(C) Check the place on each scale that shows how you think
participation was receivalTayffe grdup.

"Other-meM-'
bers really'

7cOnsidered-
yy input :

'

a

Other mem-
bers ignored
my input

The team The.team
really- ignored .

considered other
other mem- members'
bers' input : . : input'

,

(4) Rewards and costs. The"following two scales are useful for get-,

ting some quick-feedback about the overall value and impactubf a parttcular meet-

- ng

(A) HOW VALUABLE FOR-YOU WAS TNtS SESSION1_ Was_itmorth

the time and effort? Did you receive new informationV

new understandings, new insights, or new questions that-

,

you consider important, valuable, helpful? (C4cle one

'nuniber On this scale below.)

9 - - - 6

Extremely -Very.

,Valuable. _Valuable

3 - -,, 2.-, M, WO

S. : ' :1' f

'. Moderately__ Mirdly Allnost:Complet
. .

-..- Valuable Valuable. Waste of Tlme
,. .

, . 4' .

4 '

.1-15.
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(B) AT THE PRESENT TLME HMI STRONG ARE YOUR NEGATIVE
r,

FEELINGS, RESERVATIONS, OR MISGIVINGS ABOUT OTHER.

MEMBER5 OF THE GROUi AS A RESULT_OFTHIS. MEETING?

In answering this question, please ignore your answer

to the first question. Both ratings could be high,

both could be low, or one could be' high and the other.

low. The first question refers to the value from

the session; the second a ks about the, costs. (Circle

.one number on the scale below.)

8 7 - - - 6 5 - - - 4 --

. Very,

Strong
Strong MOderate

(5)' PoSt=ireeting reaction Sheet.. This sheet was adopted from

,

Roselle Howard; an organizationardevel,opment consultant with Smith, Murray,
. . _

and Howaed, Inc.

Please mark an X before 'each item in the box that best

your reaction to this meeting.

AGREEMENT DISAGREEMENT-

Strong
.YES

)

Mi 1 d Mi I d Strong .

yes A )0 NO.

( ) ( ( )
A. The .resul tS of thi s meeti ng

were worth the time.
P

). B. I was given adequate oppor-
,

tunity to state my ilmliefs

about subjects discussed by

.the

4

Our meeting was efficien .
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AGREEMENT DISSAGREEMENT

Strong Mi 1 d Mi 1 d .Strong

YES yes ° no NO

. ( ) ( ) ( )-

)

I am satisfied with the at-

tention and consideration

that others gave to my ideaS-

and opinions':

E. We wasted too much time in

- this meeting.

F The 'group _effectively used,

my knowledge 1)f the subjects

discussed. ,t

. The mast important topics..

were never. discussed.

. 1 had adequate. oppontunfty
.

to 'itifluence-ourconolusions---,

aril decisions.

Pefri[Od'c major debriefings. For an -erludatibna1 team to remain
. .

strong and viable, it should reteat peripdkally from the dai1y4work to

look at' ow well- it is doing. These major debriefings^-.Cin be times at

which data co lected on forms such as those presepteb .above, can be fed

!Sack and discusse Team members Can use these-pertodic opportunities to
1

renew trust dnd openpes

,

to socialize informally with one another, and to'

1 commitments that team members hold for &onereestablish the social-emoti

117



another. Such sessions may also be appropriate occasions for brir'ging

-in outside cobsultants to facilitate team-building efforts.
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. Chapter 6

Using Outside Consultants for Team Building

While the team members themselves can use many prgoductive methods .

to-Achieve team effectiveness; there are occasions, when inviting-

consultants to participate in team meetings can be' useftj.1, even necessary,
.. .

-(for.team building. For example, we already have pointed to the .imOorttance'
.

of debriefihg 'for team effectiveness. But-..,debriefing for prily a fe minytes
-

at team meetings is not cnough to assure continual team effectivenes.s...

\

Periodic major debriefing:sessions -- in the form of one-; two-r, or three-
',,

.. .

day retreat in a settin6 away from the work7d-day environment - should also

.060-4.dccur. Thesvalue of these more substantial iesSions can be greatly increased

..-with the aid of an outside consultant, if the appropriate tcOnsultant is

choien ahd used in a way that is congeuent-.With the needS of the team.

There are several di fferwit types. of team-building experiences'

and sbme-maji be-apprOpriate for a particular educational tearit while others

may mit. In this 'chapter, .we. discuss the sorts of issues team members
, .

,

should consider when calling on the services of an Outside consultant.
,

lihy call U.pon Outside Consultants?

.-Outside consultants can bring several benefits to the educationa
,. .

v .,
'team. First' and foremost, they tring.-with them a fresh view of things. Lin-
.

. "7:. --

like team members, they are not part of the formal gtruCture of the team i-
. and their' Vision of the wiy things' could be are not limited in ways that
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team members,' views get to iv after working together over a .period of

They have the advantage.Of being objective since they have little, .
4

if any,.investment ta-thertcome of decisions that affect team members.
.

Furthermore, usingoutside cansultants Can.free the convener and other

teammembers from the responsibility of leading the discussion. allown
,

theM to concentrate attentionsmbre ftklyk on the team-building' expertence. %

Finally, astute outsiders can bring with them a wealth of expertise, know-
.

.

ledge and experience about team processes, interpersonal cOmmunications, and
.

in particular, methods of problem solying 'and decision making. They can-,
, --___-... ,.

'°act as teachers, educattng team members in more effective group'procedures.

There are a variety of *reasons for am educational teim to cail
. .

.
,

- upon the-serVices of an'outside consultant. The most straight forwar
.

. need for an outside copiultant arises from.the desire of team members to

improve their skills in.a,partiditlar area of team functioning. Team mem-

bers may desjre,.for example,-to improve their slgills of communicating,

goal- Setting, problem salving, deciSion making, convening-, or debrief,
2

1n such cases:; the teamcmay engage outside consultants to prrovide training

In these are05: We refer to this'type of:Pteam building as °training," and

will describe it in more detail when we discuss the various types' of

consultative designs below,

BeSides coordinating ining of a team in basic skills, out-AbajCa

side consultants can be periodicallylcalled in for a team "tune-up. As

with.autamobiles, these periodic retreats serve a pre4entive function by

provi,dingl an opportunity.for: review and self-renewal among team members.

AV-these retreats, the consultants can use many methods ta help team members'

focus on their group processes,,ideatffy "problem" areas, and introduce

strategies for solving them. This type of teath-building -experience iS

1 2 3
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particularly. important in fhe early stages° of the life of a team, or when
,

neW members join the team.' At these jrictu're vointS in team developMent,

issues of authority, respons4bility, role cbrity and goal clarity tend -

I

salfent, as are the 4asic.issues of-71trpersonalc-ommunication and
-;

presenbe or absence of teUsi and,openncsI. Educational teams typically .

find it usefulgto schedule team=buil6ing retreats at the start of the
7

school year, allowing for team reintegration, pldnning, the inCorl4ation

of individual meMbers' goals into' team goals, and the renewal and renego-

tiation bf commitments and group agreements.4-

In addition to the periodic team "tune-up," theee are various

.

conditions that may develop within the team that,call for the help of an

outsiAer. One. of these is the existence of prolonged interpersOna) conflict

as, for example, when there are overt clashe4,An which team members act

, .
an"grily and'hostilw with one another, or in the splitttng of the team into

'factions or cliques that function at odds with one another. Conflict may

also- be present when team mem6ers frequently act and feel attacked or de-
,

fAnsive with one another. Sometimes conflict on educational teaths results

in the xycholOgical wtthdrawal of one or mord team members or results in

some team,memTers refusing to work together or talk with one another. A'

team-building. retreat is certainlysappropriate when team members are fre7

.
quehtly expressing negative feelings about one another privately, and in

subgroups.. . ..b.

Breakdowns in team cohesiveness also indicate the need for.a-

team-building retreat- One indicator of a lack of cohesiveness is' team

members feeling isloated from the rest of the team. Another is when several

team mmbeNis are leaving or attempting to-leave the team. The'existence of-
_

heterogeneous cultural backgrounds among team members may contribute to
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a breakdown in team cohesiveness, as can the demands of a task-which res
I

some members to work separately for long periods of time.- Excessive late-
,

ness or absence'can also be a signal of weakened team cohesiveness.

A lessening of team productivity is, of course, another indicator

that a teaM-building retreat is warranted. The inability of the team to.
_ .

reachidecisions on'important is'sues is one important indicator of lot( pro- .

ductivity. 'A:nother is the failure of team members to implement-decfsi.ons

onFe they are made. Th'e general sense among the memberi that very little

seems tO get accompli5hed when the team meets or a feeling among team

members that they are be ing overwftelmed by one crisei'after another are

otNel..signials -that a team-building retreat is ov.n.due.

Team roles, particuiarly luidership roles, can be ,an area that

w4rrants the attention of an outside consultant. Difficulties with roles

are shown when members feel unclear about their owntor other's roles.

Sometimes, while roles may be clear enough: some,team methbers may be unsatis-

fied with them and may want to negotiate,neW roles in the team. At times,

team members' roles can be designed in ways thet interfere with the work of
,

other team members. This is often experienced as "people getting in one

another's way.' ;Leadership poses more specialized role probleMs, because t

Convener!s behaviors tend to.be more iMportant to most team members than

any other single member's behavibr. There may be problems if the coriveher's

style clashes with the expectations of the teani's membership. It is not

uncomMon for.team members to feel a lack of sufficient feedback from the

team leader, or, perhaps, that the leader.does .not represent them.well when

performing his or her "linking",role. Taking on teani leadership.by.a new

indiVidual may create'some difficulty for the team andthe new leader. as.

well,
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9

team members may tend to create artifdcial subgroups'and may tend to' strengthen

feelings of iSolation among some members. In addition, it sometimes is bene-
dIP

:.ficial to include people other than the team members during at least part of

47,

thd retreat, especially if they are highly interdependent with the team,

rl=tf-the4 are-114-1y ta-be-strodgly-affected by actions decided-upon -

,

during.the retàt JL3 such, tt may beouseful at times to include the
. -----._

-
..

principal or74)ther administrators_or specialized resource teachers. and

student.personnel such.as counselcrs and SChaol psycholOgists who are. not.
--- -__

...

directly:part 'of the:team.

Another important issue that arises at this time is the'selection

ofi4ppropriate and competent consultants. This is an important considera-
-1;..-

tion 'Stca0,dethere are a plethora of individuals nowadays calling the-mielves

organizational or group consultants whose,competence may be.questionatle.

Thus, it is dtfficult t.) ensure the quality of a particular consuTtant's

competence. If ever the phrase !let the buyer tnware" were appropriate:

it is certainly true in this instance. The safest-apProach is to engage

.

consultants, kno to some team members as effective. If this is not

iSossible, and th team.is considering engaging consuitants about whom they

have no informatin, do not hesitate to request referedces of persons with

whom-the consulta ts have-Worked, and to follow7Up with an inquiry about

the consultant's ffeCtiveness..
\ ..-

ects of Consul ativ designs,

veral different types of basic consultative deSigns are
"

'avaiiable to educ tional teams, there are certain features that...are common

\

to all team-building effarts.:.Typically, the team-building consultation

begins with a didg ostic period, during which the cOnsultants gather informa-,,

\

tiqv aboiethe tea enabl\ing them to put together an appropriate design.
.\
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These examples describe some of the conditions that tend io warrant
" -

the attention of outside consultation at.a team-building retreat. BY'n6

Means do they constitute an exhaustive list. They do, however, represent

. some very important-types of "pain" expeilenced by educational teams thip

have moffitated them to seek outside help.

Inittating the team-building retreat.

The suggestion to initiate.4 team-building retreat may come from

the teamls convener or, any other team member who perceives the need. At

times,the suggestion may come from an outside source such as the school's

'principaf, a central-office district admintstrator or a member of the

school board. In any case, the suggestion should be brought before the

team for discussion prior to any action taken by indiOdual members to

initiate the retreat. The most successful team-building retreats are those

10lichenjoy.the.suPport,and enthusiasm of all the, members of-the. teaM.

A.discussioryabout a possible team-butlding,retreat shouldjnclude

sharing Perceptions among team membersabout the need for a team-bUilding

experience, and what each of the members hopes to gain from a retreat. It

may be helpful as well if team members 6hAre some of their'concerns, reser-

vations, and anxieties about a team-building retreat ahd are clear about

what they do not want to happen there. Such a discussion should help team

members to articulate mutually agreed upon goals'for a retreat, goals with

whic.4 all are relatively comfortable.

One issue.that tends to arise during the earfy stages of deciding
,

on a team-building retreat is who.should be included. Irrour experience,

the most successful retreats are those which include the entire educational

tem, including the secretarial and support'staff. Excluding any of the

126:
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'for a retreat or for working with the team in its actual work setting. It-
,

is important to bear in mind that during this diagnostic period team members

al-so have-the opportunity to find out about'the consuhants. We highly

recommend that.team members uSe. the diagnostic period to exercise critical

judgment in deciding.Whether a particular cOnsultant'orteaMof conaltants

:,are.apprOpriate for:the team's.needs.-
I'

The initi,a1 stages of diagnosis usually begin with a meeting

finvolving the team members and the outside consultant. At this meeting

the team members have the oppOrtunipy to share their .opinions and percep-
.

.tions about the need for a team-building retreat, as well as their hopes
,

'and expectations for the eventual outcomes"Of the consultant's efforts.

Team membersAuestion the donsultants about their philosophy and methods.
-

This initial meeting shOuld result in an 6ral contract between the team

Vand the consultants about the goals and procedures of the,entire team-
f-

building design and an agreement to allow the consultdnt to engage in further

diagnosis.

Thei.e are several methOds that the consultant might eMPloy in

diagnosing the team's group processes. A costly, but thbrough method is that

of interviewing each of the tearmembers individually. Sometimes, a suffi-

cient diagnosis might be obtained by interviewing several key members, or

by interviewing team members together in a group. A less costly method for

gathering specific information is the use of questionnaires or instruments

similar to those preqented on meeting effectiveness in Chapter 6. A numbei-

of such instruments are presented in Diagnosing*Professional'Ciimates in

Schotols y Fox et_al. (see annotated reference at end of this chapter).
u

There are also'less formal methods,Of diagnosis that may beused by the

consultants. These include asking team members to draw or construct abstract



representations of team functioning or even physical sociograMs of the

team structure using tbp team memb&s themselves. .

Following the diagnostic phase the consultants will use the

information they gatheted to design A team-building retreat. The'retreat

itself will most likely be directed toward improving.the work and social-

emotional processes discussed in Chapter 3. As such the team-building

activities may focus on such work issues as team goals, members roles and

responsibilities, methods for prob em solving end decision making, and some

of the' techniques being.use'd to ,rUn team meetings. On the,social-emotional

side, the focus of a retreat could be on resolving interpersonal conflicts,
.

increasing.the amounts of trust and openness on the team, or on buildingoan

increased sense of teaM purpose and cohesiveness. Whtle most team:building

retreats will include aspects of both work and social-emotional processes,

they will also tend to eMphasize one over the other, Team members should

take an active role in determining where they want that emphasis to be.

, While team-building retreats tend to differ with respect to type -

and focus, they all ,eventually lead to some realistic prol;lem solving on

the part of team members. -Here the consultants,help team members to identify

specific high priority probleg, generate solutions in the form of plans for

action, make decisions on a particular course of action, implement those

decisions, and, establish a°prdcess whereby the team can mbnitor its pragress

towarA its goals.' Typically, mucfi of this problem solving is carried out

. after the retreat in thecontext of the work-a-day world of the.team.
,

Types of team-building designs.

We have found it uSeful in our consultation with educational-teams

to conceptualize four different types of team-building designs;, (1) train-

ing, (2) process observatiop and feedback, (3) data feedback, and (4)
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oOnfrontation. While'most'team building retreats tend to combine varioui

atpects of each of 6ese four types, any.. partitular retreatmill generally,

eMphasize one oranother of theM..as each tends to respond to egMeWhat-dif-
. A

.ferent team circumstances

Training. Effective teim,funCtioning is based.on a. variety, of

interpersonal skill's that are-facilitative cif the temes.woirk and social-
. .

.emotional'processes. SUCh §kills -include theteamis ability to comMunicate

,clearly, to observe the group processes, to conduct effective meetings,

to engage in collaborative problem solving'and decision making, to establish

and Clarify goals,'and to 'manage team conflict. Training experiences can

be designed to teach these skills to the team as a whole and help team

members apply them in their work. 'They are generally characterized by

four basic elements: education, skill learning, eXercises, 'and procedures.
3

EdUcation refers to the presentation of' conceptual materials

to team members to improve their ability to undertsfand how groups and organi-

zations function. . The consultant will help team' members develop a conceptual

map of healthy and .effective team functioning and will provide the conceptual

I .

tools to enable"tealn members to take a critical
ij"

ook at their own team.

Depending upon the team's Circumstances, such Onceptual 4naterial might

include relevant theories of interpersonal r ations, concepts from theories'
,

of group and intergroup relations, models o leadership and collaborative

decision making, or theories of conflict,

Skills are those behaviors wh h can improve the competency and

effectiveness of the team as it works together. Generally, these skills

include anything from speaking'clear y to setting Priorities systematically.
_

The kinds of skills typ....ally included in.training designs'are communication
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skills, i.e. paraphrasing, describing behavior, impression checking, and

describing one's own feeling, skills for conducting meetings, and skills

for collecting data about the team.- These skills are put to work in

reciprocal relations between persons; individuali.d9 mit make use of these

skills in isolation.. Each-tkill is actually one perton's part of a reciprocal.

.Paraphrasing for example, fuln only'be done ,in conversation ,

with at least one other person and is not a complete act until the other

has verified the accuracy of,the paraphrase. The skilj of a team, consequentlYt

is often suprisingly independent of the skill of the individuals composing

it. For this reason, training in group skills is designed as training for

-.the teaM as a whole.'

-Exercises Are structured game-like activities.designed for the

practice of skills, and to inci-ease the awareness of interpersonal and

.group processes. Typically, exercises are simulated situations arid problem'

which are designed to bring out processes golng on within the team. Each

exercise is designed to focus on a particular dimension of team life. As

iuch;( there are exercises which simulate cOmmUnnation patterns, decision

making, problem solvingland so on.

Each'exercise is designed to proCiuce a spetifiable learning ex-

perience. The learning that occurs, through exercises is based on the concep-

tion that an awareness.of interpersonal and group processes, and the subsequent

integration of relevant skills'is best facilitated through a combination ot

experiential and cognitive learning. The exercises allow team members to

try out and experience new ways of doing things in a relatively anxiety-

_free context, unrelated to the content of, the day-to-dey work of the team.

In one exercise, for example, tear members are given tbe opportunity to

observe.their'decision-making processes without much investment in the
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Ditimately, however, the priMary aim of the exercises 1s.4he

transfer of the learning to the real, day-to-day work of the team.; To

"

'accomplish,this, -team Members must apply what they have observed and dis-
.

.

.

covered in the exercise t3 their work-a-day functioning. Debriefing the
, . ,

. .

:exercise helps the team make this'transfer. :foTlowing the exercise, time

is eet aside for team members to examine the cOnsequences of their behavior'
,

4ind to discuss. the effectsand.advantages,ofonetehavior,at oppoeed.to,

another. During such a debflefing, team member:s consider hoW their behaviors
. ,

.were similar or dissimilar to,their typical team behavior,and by asking how

.
they would,apply What they have learned to their actual. back home wOrk.as

a team; Group processes for which simulated exercises have been developed
-

include decision making, interpersonal trust, giving ahd receiving feedback.,

prOblem solving, conflict rqsolution, collaboration versus competiti6n, con-

, fr6ntat1oni.and.influence. These aredescribed tn detail in the. Hand000k.Of

A)rganization Development in-Schools (annotated' at theiend of thft!chapter).

A procedure,is an interpersonal form for communication and work

in a team without anii particular content in itself,. Procedures often over-'

° ,

lap with skills and many of the skills mentioned ahove On be designated

a procedure. One example of a procedure is voting, inother example is a

Systemitic.sequence for solving problems. "Procedures eve introduced.mlth,
. .

the puspose of moving the team a,long toward its g1 .. Being-content free,

they.adapt to the content of,the team's task anddo\qótintrude upon the ,

teaM.!,s normal work. There are proceduees-for clarifying communication,

giving and receivfng feedbacki,decision making, problem so ving, conflict

management, role clarification,.andlother areas of team, inier tjon. The

Problem-solving sequence described In Chapter 5 is an example of team prio-
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:cedure.

Training experiences are parti!uiarly appropriate for teams whose

Membert.wlsh to wgrade tietr skill_for working together. Often theY Are

used to upgradeispecific team skills prior to the introduction of other'

,types of. teaM.building designs. 14e,have foundthecther.types of%tdam',

building tc he Most effective when a Certain level. of skill already.existt4
.

in the team. They can be useful too for newly formed teams in providing

a model for highly effective functioning right fromthe start.

Process observatidn-and feedback. In process;observation and

,

,- feedback, the consultant focuses on the specific Ways in *Which team members
.r, .

. .

,

work with one Another on-their 'actual tasks. .At a team-building 'retreat,
,

' the team is invitedto work on one of its real problems and to act just as

they would back home rhe consultant may also sit in on 6 eam meAing,

and in some cases, will offer individual consultation of a single team

member. The latter is most often doneVith.the team leader.

As the consultants observe the team at work, they are particularly

concerhed with how the team is functioning on their work and sociall-emotional

*Ccesses Specifically, they.are cohterned wilh,comMUnicatiOn patterns;

..:group normt', formil'and informal rolesleadershiOstyles, decislon-making

And problem-sOlving procedures, and how the team handles conflict. They maY

simply-just observe these processes or collect more formalilecOdata on them.

-as team members interact. In any case, as the consultants observe this

behavior, they are concerned with the question, "How is this behavior related

to the team's effectiveness and to the-satisfactions of team members?" Later',

the con$-ultants offer feedback about what they have, observed.

Often process observatibn and feedback is. used when team memberi

5re experiencing a particular\problem. For,example Tn a manageMent team,

JI3,3
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the members may,find that, "decisions get made but,never seem to get imple-

. merited." The consultants,observing a discussion leading up to decision

making, may'note that only the superintendent and two or three assistants

actually, took part in the discussion, while others remainedIsilent. -The

cOnSultants,may begin to soedulate that the conditions of loW participa-

tionln predeoiSiOn-making discussjons may be related to.the lack of imple-

mentation. Perhaps, this low particiOation reflects a lack of comMitment.

'.or feelings of apathy with regard to the decision. This lait speculation,

.of course is art impression about the attitudes afld ?feelings of the silent

team Members% The consultants will check Out-these kinds of. impressions.

.

In!doing such checking, the consultants might deseribe the behaviorFthat

they are observing, and present some data about-their observations to 'the
, .

team, e.g., they may.report the number of.times that each member spoke
,

throughout the discussion: Sometimes, the mere description of the team's

behavior will suffice,to open disdussion of the topic and get to the root

of the matter. At'other times; the consultants may state the impressions

that they are formulating-about the team. They May wonder if the loweparti-

cipation ref$cts a low sense of commitment to the decision and check this

'out with the'team MembersAR... The cofisultants may also more actively 'intervene

in ways designed to increase the participation of silent members, e.g,, tntro-
,

during a .survey in which all members are asked for their viess-on the deci-
.

sion.

1

Our.example of the management team that lacks° follow througkon
/.

deCisions illuStratek a key feature.of process observation and feedback.

Specifically, it is moving the tep'S attention away from'the Convening probleW
.

r .

and focusing in on emerging problems. in.our example', the convening problem
.

was "a lack'of implementation of the team's decisfons:1( With the consultants'

-
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am,

help, a new problem suclias low participation among team members and lack of

commitment to the decision, emerges as a focus for the team's attention. By

presenting observations and impressions to the team the consultants transform

emerging problems into convening ones andlthuslfacilitate relevant problem

solving for the team.

Data'feedback. In data feedback, the consultants 'make direct use

of the informatiom they obtained during'their diagnosis. Generally, after

collecting tliagnostic data, the consultants put it together in a way

that rveals areas of concern and the perceptions and feelings of the

majori y of team members. At the retreat this information is presented to
If/

he team and the various topics are opened for clarificatIon.and problem

olving. The consultants will generally convene this discussion, encourag-
,

ing-frank, open responses among team members. The Consultants will also

help clarify communication and summarize the major issue and viewi.

The goal of the data feedba,:k discussion is the identification of

high priority problems. The consultants orient the team members towards

clarifying the problem areas that,emerge from the discussion, while'helping

them to frame the problems in ways that will facilitate problem solving.

Finally, the consultants guide the team members through a problem solving

process with regard to those problems that team members pave identified.

Confrontation. A confrontation design is most appropriate with

teams egVeriencin6 conflict between some of the members or when one team is

experiencing conflictswith another team. Consultants hel6 the conflieting

varties to engage one another directly and to focus on the conflict in a
: . .

prsiblem solving manner. The*.goars Of the confrontation to clarify. the'

Aarameters ofZthe conflict, alaffy-its sourceandbegin plarining for ways

to mange or re'solve the differences.

°

1 '3
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Confrontation strategies can be applied to individuals in conflict

and to groups in conflict. In either case, the consultants encourage both

parties tct,share their perceptions, impressions, fears, opinions, and. concerns

abbut each'other and thereby attempt to, help clarify"the behavioral, and

situitionallases for the conflict. Solp hoped.for outcomes of this kind.

' of consultation are that discrepancies between team members' intentions

and behavior will be clarified, that any miscommunicatiOn will ))e'brop&ht

into the open and clarified, that.Conflicts arising,from situations

which are no longer in existence will be settled, that conflict arising

from conflicfual role definitions may lead to role change, that agreements

may be reached on how to conduct the conflict in loss destructive ways,

and that interpersonal trust will begin to,develop.

A Case Study in Consultation for Team Building

The case study presented here reflects a synthesis of the four

teambuilding design's just discussed.
o

The educationkl team consisted of the staff of a small school which

functioned as a treatment center for emotionally disturbed Children. The

-staff.consisted of a director, a counselor, a psychologist, a eecretaryea

coordinator, four teachers, and two teacher aides, makingil members in all.. -
. .

They constituted a closely knit group which had-worked together as a staff
,

--

for the previous three years. They had-had no'previous experience'with. an

outside consultant 'at all, nor had they ever deliberately worked on team -

building on'their own.

It was the psychologist who made the initial suggeStiOn's fora

.planned team-building effort. She had some knowledge and exposure tu consul-.

tation for organization developmet and had-been 'the ortlj, team 'MeMber4o

presSed for a team-building retreat the previous year, Her role and, orien7



tation also differed considerably from those of the.other team members and

she had a different and,, perhaps, more "distant" perspective on some of the

'issues with which thdLteaching- staff was struggling. After discussion with

the staff, she wat asked to make initial contact with some consultants.

At the initial meeting of the psychologist and the cansultants,

the, psychologist _described the team matters that 'need some. attention: .(1)

a new role, that of "coordinator" had been created within the team because

of a recent acquisitton of new funds. Ther: .was a lack of clarity and sore

_disagreement among staff mem about exaA!.tly what this new role °would

entail. There were, also, some,negative feelings about the ex-teacher who,

was ohoien to take the roTe.. (2) Several of the staff were both unclear'
. ,

about and dissatiified 'with the way in which the counselor.was doing his.

'job. They thought that .he was ot dotng-' Os, job competently and thoroughly

enoiJgh ,(3) There wis'a,general "lack of communication" among the,sOff.

Specificafly, team members had- feelings and opinions about one another's

betcavior that were not being communicated clearl and directly.

Following, this 'initial contact, the consulanls h. met wtth teP

director of the-team. Their main objective .was tO 'ascertain t)tie director's

goals for the retreat. They,asked her what it was that ihe /4ed would be

'accomplished and two general areas emerged'from her reply:
/

(1) sevdral af

the staff ' s roles needed clarifica 'on , and (2) stiff membkrs neded to. be

'more direct with one. another.

The direator. Seemed mare certain of her first objective compared,

. .

to the second one. While she stated clearly that she2tKoUght the staff
° . _

needed to focus on its interpersonal oommuniOations,.;-she seemdd Slightly.

. .

undomfOrtable with the prospect 'Of either- focusing too Much on staff relation,

Ships Or of creating a threatening and'Uncomfortabte situation in the team.
.1.
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The consultants thoUght the director had difficulty in giving tbem a clear,

idea ethe degree to.which she feltit was important to focus on jnter-

.

personal.communication. They commented on this to the director and,she

replied that she was a little concerned that some staff members would

not want to."go as far" as other,s in this area. The-c6nsultahts thought

that probably the best design would.be to begin by focusing on the issues

of role ciarity and then move-toward improving interpersonal communication

ds the *need arose and after some of the work issues had been clarified.

They also thought that it would be important to meet all the team mLbers

to discuss their goals for the team-building retreit. They shared these

thoughts witWthe director and She. agreed.
.

.

The consultants joined the staff alweek later at a regular4staff
,

meeting. At the outset they-told the'team that theY had interyiewed the

psychologi.st and the director a,14 that they had been forming some initial

impressions about topics that would need the team's attention during an

forthcoming two-day retreat. They also had some.preliminary ideas On how to

go about covering these various topics. They did, however, want to meet the

,

staff and gather more information about their observattons and impressions.

They asked the team members 'to consider"what goals and expectattons they
4

Would hive,for the retreat, end what, tf any, reservatidns they Were expe-.

riencing.

.The team members1 responses,tended to Support the data that h d

already been collected. -Ail.teamrmembers agreecrthat'there was a need for,

:
some work on "staff communication:" -Then, the director asked of any-teaM-Members'

were hesitant about eiOressing feelingsdirectly.to one another. Mhile most

teem members agreed that fosusing on interpersonal relations was somewhat_

"seary," they felt a need -to.do so, and expressed a desire to move in that
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direction. Most team members agreed that the newly created "coordinator"

role gas in need of clarification. 'Some lack of clarity 'concerniKg the

counselor's role was also 'expressed. The'consultants shared their ideas

about beginning with role clarification and then moving,toward

staff communication as the need presented itself. The staff responded

favorably to this design.

At-the close of this session with the entire teap, the consultants

stated thAt they had a general, idea of some of the areas that the team

considered important. They now needed'to have more specific information

C.

about these areas in order to prepare a detailed design and dgenda for the

retreat. They asked the team Members to,complete and:return the followinq

*
. I .

questionnaire, explaining that the information reCeived would be confidEntia.1

and would only be presented back to the team in the forM of general anonymous

feedback:

In thinking about next week's retreat, make

a list of those issues' that You feel need our attention.

Identify areas of ambiguity,..e.g., an unclarity of some-

one's role or organizational policy, or areas around

-wtiich there is conflict (overt or covert), or topics

that need to have decisions made dbout them. Next to

each area (in the apprbpriate space) list those persons

whom you see as most centrall involved in the issue,

and any opinions or perceptions that you may have con-

_curling the natui.e of the issue, its causes, how.

(- to solve it, or What the issue "really" is, etc. Please,

list the issues in order of-importance:



Issues Persons Involved Your Perceptions c,

The two-day team-building retreat was held a.week later at a

resort area about thr%ee hours.away from the school.. The staff had gone through

a considerable amount of planning on the hougikeeping details of the retreat.

The director and one of the staff members liad drawn up a rough\schedule of the
\\

two days allowing itime'for both work and play, The staff left th school at

9:00 a.m. and after a pleasant ride over the mountains, arrived at their!

,destination at 12:-00 noon. After an hour of settling in and rting a light

lunch, the team building retreat was launched.

Using the information collected froth the above questio naire, the

cpnsultants had identified tive areas that would comprise the ager4a for

the iwo-day team building retreat. They were: (1) the coordinator\'s

role,'(2) the counselor's role:, (3) staff/child relationships, (4) staff

communication, and (5) other issues.-Si)ecific statements were formulated

for each of these issues, and these were written on newSprint under each of

the five heading's.
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The meeting began with the consdltants briefly reviewing the

agenda. After a brief, discussion, the ConSultants suggested some priorities
+,

for how the items on the agenda would'be handled. The work issues would

be,handled'firSt, and "staff communication" would be dealt with once some

pros ess had been Made in the other areas. The "role of the coordinator".

seemed to have highest priority and it would be dealt with first. A ,

considerable'amount of time would be set aside.for "staff communication,"

even if it meant only briefly touchimon some of the other items. The

staff agreed with the consultants' suggestions.

The.first item on the agenda, the "role of the coordinator," was

. -

introduced aS:the densultants posted fhe statements they had generalized
4 . -

from the data. They were as follows:

The Coor'dinator's Role

. -1. This role affects all of the staff melers ih sue way.

2. 'There is some unclai:ity about exactly at the role will be.

3. There is disagreement between,the direeTor and the teaching

staff about what the role should be. The director wants

the role to include "supervision,of teachers. The teachers

do not want-it to include "supervision."

It is unclear. what "sUperviSion"actually means: It needs,,

to be clarified and defined.

Some feel that pArt of the conflict over the role stems from

'feelings about the new coordinator's working style and the fact

0, that she had previously been one of the teachers.

. Some-thinkthat the director, not the new-coordinator, should be(

responsible for "supervision."
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.

The consultants then reviewed each of,the,statementS, checking-

to see that they were clear and.understoOd by all. Neit,A.he consultants

surveyed .dle:team fOr thei'r reaCtion.to the 4ata. ' EaCh team:Member was

aSke-d to State briefly "Where they'were" r' eachof the Statements.- Werel

they nOt aware of any particular Oint? Did they agree.orAisagree with the

'statement? Did they have any pther coMments to add? ,The director began .

-by stating that while she had been aware-that there was some ,

ambiguity over die coordinator role, she had pot been aware that.the staff

,had such strong convictions about the "supervision" issue as the data

seemed to indicate. pllowing her statement, the teachers,'one by one, con-

ftrmed the'fact that indeed such strong feelings did exist'. For her part,

the coordinator was aligned with the teachers pn the "supervision" issue.

She also expreSsed some feelings of stress about being "in the middle"

between the teachers and the director. What emerged from this'initial

part of the data feedback was everyone agreeing that what was meant by

"supervision" needed to be,clarified.

After clarifying this point, the copultantsivided the staff

-into three'grOups: (1) the teachers and the aides; (2) the director and

.the counselor; and (3)- the new toordinator and :the psychOlogiSe. -The.

counselor and the psychologist were encouraged to help the coordinator and ,

the director clarify.and verbalize their views. The groups,were'instructed

to form two lis,ts based on their view of w at the role orthe Coordinator

would be like. The first was a list of' ecific task's which the'coordinator

would do and the second was a,list of.tas/ s thatsshe Would not do:, Each group

was asked to rank.order the items on its lists according to kiority.

As the groups'began there was some hesitancy. and a reluctance tio'

'state clearly and behaviorally exactly what the, coordinator would be doing.
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,

The initial statements were vague and abstract, e.g., "The coordinator.would

be responsible for monitoring case progress." The consOtantg pushed the_

group members for specificity.: "What kinds Of things would she be'doing if

she were 'responsible for mOnitoring!?" 'Are there things that you would

expect that she would not be doing?" It seemed to the consultants

as:if the staff members. needed. "permission" toexprets their. differing
. -

Positions openly and clearly. Increasingly, the statements became more a

more specific. After 45 minutes.the groups were asked to rejoin in the

main room and to post-their lists for the others to view.
f.

After a short break for coffee,'a representative from_each of the

-groups presenced the lists to the rest of the 'team clarffying any 6-ea of

-ambiguity and confusion. The teachers' lists were presente'l first, *lowed,

by the director's, and finally, the coordinator s list was presented.

Some specific differences in riile definition and priorities

.began to emerge between the grou0s. The teachers viewed fhe primry
-

task of the coordinator as training and -consultation with parents.

This would relieve them of this responsibility, freeing.them to focus

on-cui.riculum planning for the children. Secondly, the teachers saw

'the coordinator as a "resource person" from whom they couTd seek specific

consultation when.they felt they needed it. They did not want the coor-
. .

.dinatOr to become involved in checking up on them to make sure they yere
. ,

doing thefr job. Finally, they wanted the codrdinator to assume respon-

sibility for the orientation and training of practicum students and votun-.

teers; a task for which the teachers,were presently resizonstble. In ,sum,

the,teachers viewed the new coordinator as'a peer and regource person

,whOse tasks would complement theirsatrftst-importantly, whose presence

would alleviate-certain aspects.of their current work overload.
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The director had much different notions about the role of the
,

cobrdinator, Her highest priortty was for the coordinator to "monitor the

progress" of each case. This meant that it would be the coordinator's

resporisibility to !beet with each teacher on a regular basis and to evaluate

1

the progress of the varibus plans and strategi% for educating each child.

The coordinator was to know which children were maklng progrest and which

ones wer4spot. ,In addition; it would be.the coordinatorqs responsibility, to

give-the teachers feedback about their teaching behavior with the children.

. Moreover, the coordinator would assume some, but not all, of the parent--
,

training tasks from the teachers. Finally, if there were any additional time,

the coordinator Wuld assume some resPonsibility for the orientation anti

training of the volUnteers. In other words; the director tended to view t e

.

coordinator's role as supervisory in relation tci the teachers, filling

,some manaberial functions that would allow the director to focus ihiqra

completely on funding'and public relations.' She saw the coordinator

assuming some of the teachers'. tasks, but not to the iame degree desired

by the teachers.

The last to present her list, the coordinator's views were similar,

those of the teachers. She iaw 'parent training as her first priori.tYl

Secondly, she saw herself as a "resource" for the'teachers, available

Upon request. She did.not:want to meat oith teachers whadid Tiot feel

like meeting with her. Lastly, she saw herself assuming the orientation

of practicumHstudents and,volunteers, but she felt that the teachers'should

.

.. be retpOnsible for theiongoing training Of then,.

Distussion of the entire team.about the three lists folloWed.

1. 4
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Staff members were asked one another why they felt the way they did and

.

presented their own rationales, in turn. The director expressed a sense

f

of:responsibility forthe progress of eachchild,' 5he.thOught that .there

shOuld be.pne.persOnho knew how all the child'ren in:the school were pro-: ,

,
gressing. Furthermore, she thOught that each teacher should share the,

tresponsibiliq for the children with another person, and that no one person

should be solely responsible fOr the !!success or failure" of a particular

child. She'thought that she was offering the teachers support and "protection,
.,

and she found it difficult to understand why they were not accepting it.

For their part, the teachers saw no need for the ki.nd of monitoring

that the directgr believed wOul.d be Useful. They said that things were

going fine now, people were doing theie jobs well, and there were not any

"problems" that warranted the monitoring of the'coordinator. Furthermore,

they felt "put down" by the director's desire to create a "supervisory" role

They saw themselves as professionals who were not being treated as such.

Why had they been singled for "supervision?" Who "supervises" the psy-

chologist, the "counselor, or the director? They felt they were not being
- .

'treated with the trUst and integrity that they deserved. And the coordin-
,.., .

ator agreed with the teachers.
-

The consultants allowed the discussion to continue until the staff

members started tOrepeat themselves. Next, the-consultants asked both

sides toparaphrase whrthe.other side felt the way they did. Then, the

group took a three-hour break with the expectation to begin'problemhsolving
. , .

when they returned.

The.problem'tolvin6 began with brainstorming. The team was asked

to generatea list of 'alternatiye" solutions which:may:represent either

new ways of defining the role or cOmpromtses..that might beacceptable tO



both the teachers and the director. Team members were encouraged to use

their imagination" and not to think much about whether,any particular idea

mould work. .Several suggestions were generated, for example, setting up a

system of "peer supervision,u. giving the teachers a day off per month for

planning, and giving the coordinator responsibility for initiating contact

mith teachers-fot:contracting'for tuPetVision.,.

.After the brainstorming'came the.hard part. ,Each.side. was atked
.-

tdstudy the altetnatiVes end:to ptetent proposals for ways to resolve the.

-conflict and. reach an:agreeMent. 'the proPotajs. Were supposed to tepresent

a compromise. Each side was asked to consider what it was willing to give

: up. They were encouraged to "give a little to get.a

Ac,:this point, the contUltantt presented a .brief lecturette on

the various ways groups could make decisions. The following decision-
.

making continuum was presented;

tell/sell Consultation Joining Delegation no decision

1

Autocrat Demoprat Abdicrat

The consultants explained that styles of group decition making range from

autocratic in which the leader makes the decision and tells or "sells" it

to the group, to the other extreme, abdicratic in whiCh no °decision is

'ormally. made. Informally, the abdicratic,ityle is an_implicit decision

to allow everyone Act do as thy see fit. Moving along the continuum,
-

from both extremes toward the center, are.consultation,.and delegation.

.
COnsultation Meant.that while-the team feader reserves' the i;i6fit and

:responsibility fOr final decisidn;'sherequeitt infotmation and opinions:

414*
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of .other team memberi.and takes them in account'. .Dele6ation means that the
.".

leader or the entire team designate some persbn or perSons to be responsible-

for the final decision.
;

At the middle of the continuum is the democratic mode ef decision

making. This means that the leader juins the team as an equal member with

. an equal amount of influence on the finalcdecision. In the democratic mode,.

\ the final decision'can #)e made efther by majority or consensus. .The consul7

tants stated,that it'was their impression that the preferred style of this

particular team was the democratic, consensual model. All the team members-
,.

agreed. The consultants then added that the democratic, consensual model

a the most difficult to attain, tha,t it required a" collaborative effort

. and willingness to, compromise., Ifsuch readinest:were,nOt present on .

the tea , the cOnsensual model would fail. In such cases, the decision-

making mode\then.moves toward either the autocratic pole or the.abdicratic

pole. The csnsultantktold the group that if the 'consensual model did not

work in this "C.s, they would ask the group to make a decision to move ,

toward either.the autocratic orlabdicratic style.

Following\the lecturette on decision making, team members were

told to generate propo als for resolution of the' conflict: Initially, broth

sides seemed reluctant t budge from their positions. Then,..they began

k -

to discuss some of the alt natives pi-esented and to "give a. little." The

teachers said that:a day off a month for planning would, give them,more time,

,
making.it less important for the coordinator to'relieve them of all of their

parentL.training responsibilities. \They were still,unwilling to accept a

"supervisory" role, and offered peer\supervision as an alternative. The
4

director would go along with the plann'ng day and the notion of peer,super-

vision, and the idea that-the coordinator would assume "Some" parent-training
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TeSponsibil ities, bUt insiSted that the coOrdinaior be responsible efor "super-

vision," as. well . The Staff. remained at tifis impaste fOe'Some' time and the

frustratiOn began to grow.

The consultants reminded the team that they had a choice of

reading a 1,1compromise" decision' or of deciding to move toward eitheran

autoCritic or: an abdi cratic .mode. They' asked the staff membees togenerate !
. . . , . :

:some 'Oompeomiie solutions to the .:"supervision": prOblep4. SeVeral solutions

'were generatedbut '''none seemed satisfactory tiY both sides and the feUstration

conti togrow

finally, one solution was propOsed that seemed' to the consultantS

to ihave tor:4 promise .than .the others. Someome suggested that the. coordinator

should have the respOnsi bi 1 i iy for initiating weekly contact.with each

teacher .. otract.for_supervision on a particular issue or Problem that

was of concern ',to the teacher.

At this point, the consultants toOk the more_active role as

mediators. -
They presented this suggestion to the teachers and asked them

.either to acceOt it or clearly site their specific objections. When the

teachers refused to accept it, the consultants-isked them to'state their_

Norst fantasy" of what would happen if-the proposal were adopted. The'
_ .

.

.
teachers decided that the worst thing that could happen was that a teacher

may not want to discuss anything with the supervisor and will be "forced"

o. do:: so The consul tants then in'CorPorated- the teacherS objecti on A ntO. the

. .

.proposaj and reStated tt tc-alla4 teachers to contract .for no-supervision. op

a weekly 'basis.

The newly stated p-roposal Was then presented for acceptance to; the

director. When she refused to accept, it, the consultants asked her to state

her' "worst fantasy. " She said that she Was iOTiceene-d- about a situati on i n



which-a particular teactier was consistently doing a bad job Wiih a particular

child and was Consistently refusing to contrak-for.supervision. Again., the

consultants incorporated the director' objection info the proposal by speci-.

fyIng that inC,a'ses of teachen irresponsibility, thecbordinator has the

responsibility to initiate contactIvith the teacher? Finally, in response

to the teachers' objection, it was agreed thtp-tht final recourse for any

.conflict between the coordinator and'tht teacher would be an open meeting of

the entire.staff. Once all the diffeTices were "ironed out" a-final jagree-

menflkas draftecra's fol1owst7

.66ordinator's Role

1.* Responsibility,to itittiate contatt to contraCtfor weekly super-

vision wit4.teachers about treatment issues. Teachers are

responsible for content of.superviiion; they have the optiOn to

ccntract for no supervision.

Responsibility to initiate feedback to any teacher-who is perceived'

to be consistently irresponsible. Final recourse for any conflict
-

between coordinator and teacher will be-an open-staff meeting.

Responsibility for some (to Iv defined) parent training.,
,

.
Responsibility for orientation and some (tobe. defined)-training

for,pr'acticum students.

-The teacherswill formalize a process for ongoing e'er super-,

vision" and,preseni'it to the director.

The children.will stay home one.day per month, ta allow a -day
A

for teacher planning.

Thg staff had worked for eight hard andfrustrAing hours to

finally.reach this agreement. When it was reached, there Was a new serise

9



of accomplishment, pride, and cohesion ,in the team; a "we °did it!" feeling.

."Well," said one teem' member, °it's definitely tlme to party," as he brought

out a bottle of wine.and passed, oround the st.;rofOam cups. From the consul-
.

tant s points of,view, team huilding was definitely occurring.

. .
.

The next morning the team proceeded With itt agenda. It was.

obvious that it would, be impossible to cover all of the remaining items

durind.the second day". At the.suggettion of the consultants. the team agreed
.

to revlew the feedhaa sheett.and to OOndUCt a IsUrveY'or rief disoustio%of.
-

-each Of the remainingregenda ttems 'durinfthe firSt-hoUr and,a
-

rest of the day woad be set aside for "staff communication."

The first- item to be reviewed.by the group was the countelor's role:

The consultants displayed the data' to the group:

The Counselor's Role
-

1. The role affects everyone.

2 There islsome unclarity about -the counselor's role. Some people

do not know what he does, while others feel they do know., Some

Of his Work may'not be directly. observable. to others on the

staff.

It may bg helpful if the counselor were .rel ieved of some-:

./
of the -clerical aspects of hiss work, to free hini'for more

follow-through work and otlier :things:

Through previous interviews.with the director and the psycholo-
.

1

gist,' the consultants were aware that tht-counselor's -role had been a

recurring problem for the staff. .Clarification of the counselor's role

had been-raised before and it had _never be satisfactorily carried out.

-,After the data were .pretented, a''survey of he team, took place: tech team

-member .ttated htt or her,reactions an ews,.AboUt the information!. on the
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'

counselor's role. By and large, the teachers who ad. little day-to-day

' contact with the counselor; and rarely felt the ef dcts of his actions,
-

JO*
agreed that the counselor's role Was ambiguous and hat at times it 'seemed

as if the counselor was not doing anything crucial for the school. On the

otherliand, the director and the psychologist, who had considerable contact
\

. \

with the doaselor, and who were often in touch with the.effects of his

actions, disagreed. To them, the cOunselor's role was clearsand it4S

evident that,he was doing a fine job at very important tasks. 'The counselor

himself felt somewhat defensive, bewildered, and frustrated. 'He knew he

worked,hard, yet somehow what.he was doing was not getting acrOsS to the

majoyity of his colleagues. Over time, these feelings seemed'to be eroding

his sense.of self-conFidence and cintribution to the team.

After the survey and brief discussion, one a the consultants began

td comment On the situafion. "You know," she began, "I've seen this kind Of

.. thing over and over-again. It doesn't suprise me in the least that the

counselor happens to be at the brunt of this disagreement. As a matter f
4

.FaCt, 'I'd be suprised if he weren't." Team members were silent and looked

to the-consultart with some 'suprise. She continued:, "You see, it's highly

probable, that the 'place' that the counselor is in Ehis group'and the feel-
,

.ings about t.is job have less-to do with his competence of performance than'

'with his particular position in the organization and the particular way in
. -

which-his roie is defined. You see; the cOunselor ison what we call the

'boundary''of the organization, facing outwards a.great deal of the time./,,,

This means that' most of the work that he does is diredted towards persons

outside of the team; coordinating with other communitiy organizations, monitor-
.

ingthe selection and entry of families and children for treatment; and other

+meLe. +11m+ An nn+ kppr cnprifirallv nn thP dirprt cprvirps that you teachers
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.perfOrm, Because you teachers:.are so indirectly'affecte&by the counselor s

mirk yoU are the ones who,have,the MostAiffiCulty being:cleae about-what

he does On the other hand., thoSe of you whose jobs allow them More Contact-

.

viith the' CoUnselor ind his.outhde.tOtadtS,seem quite satisfied:With the 'job

,
, n

4oing. It. seems t'\ome that the problein'here,is one of coMmuhication.

\ /

ItAllay be important for the couhselorito.take SoMe time to let otheesknow

llhot he is doing-and In this waY-prev'ènt the kinchof isolation that Is bdund

to surround anybody who happens tO b occupying his role in the organizationN"

What the consultant had done in this situation was to redefine foe

the team the nature of the conflici the team members were experiencing. Ihe

inittal tendency cf the team members, being so"close" to the situation and

personallyiTwelved-in it, was to/see the "problem" as emanating from the

individual personalit"y of competence of the counselor. FroM their perspective,

if a "problem" existed,'it most likely existed "in" somebody. The solution

that follows from this line of reasoning is tO identify that individual ahd

to change him. The con§ultant introduced a.new perspective. Her basic as-

sertion was that the "problem" may not exist inside a particular person

but rather it emanates f\rom things that happen between people; from the

ways that their specific role and tasks are designated to fit together.

Ast the int*rod c ion of this social psychological perspective,

had the effect of reducing ome of the tension in' the team. The counselor"

was visibly relieved for he

of his job. The other team

Mint, agreeing that the lac

and themselves, could, inde

cin FinallY,

nally received some support for-the demands

ers:began to consider the consultant's-state-

f contact ihd communication.between the-counselor

'acaurit fOr the-feelingt they had.'beeh exPerien-.
.

the geoup le/aded that at the next staff meetihg;H:the counselOr



would take some time.to let the others know what kind of things he is doing. .

The next jtem on the agenda-was "staff/child relationships." As.

with the other items,-the consultants dispjayed the data they had collected.
.

Staff/Child Relationships

1. Involves the entire staff.

2. There is some disagreement among the staff, about what,kind of aversives

-and controls are appropriate to use with the children.

3. There is concern among the staff about sarcastic remarks about children

being made by staff members in the children's presence.

A survey of the staff's reactions to the data clearly indicated

that the issues presented were of utmost concern to the entire staff and they

agreed to spend a major segment of the next staff meeting discussing these

issues.

presented:

1.

Finally, the data on the "other issiJes" portion of the agenda

'Other Issue's

-

How do,we keep the'Staff from getting "burnt-out?"

2. Where does our responsibility for the childr n and families-end?

3. Are our salaries equitably distributed or shou we consider new

criteria?

We need more clerical help!!

The entire team agreed that all of these issues war.rantedfu her discussion

at future meetings.

It had taken approximately an hour and a half to move throug

_porttorLof the agenda, .The teith took a break for.coffee and'conversation a

.

returned to devote the, remainder of the day and eveni.ng to "staff communicatiOn!,
.

,



,
To begin the slession of staff communication, the consultants

presented these data about staff. communication to the team members:

Staff Communication

-It involves the.entire'itaff.

. Discontent and resentment among staff members, often-, are not

expresSed directly to Rersons about whom it is felt. It 'is \

often expressed to others.

. ,People are notsure if "jokes" between staff members are jokes,
,

or if they are making indirect statements of criticism.

4. The director and the staff need to communicate more.

A survey of the team followed the Presentation and-oldriicaeldh of the data.

All agltd.that the data accurately reflected some of the dynamics of the team.

. 'At this point, the consultants took the initiative and introduced

a procedure for exchanging interPersonal feedback. Prom the outset, this

procedure was designed to give all members maximum control over the feedback

they would receive. : All team members were given a large sheet of newsprint

and asked to make two lists. The first was a list of their own behaviors

that were helpful; the second was a list of their own.behaviors that were

"not helpful.". Another way of looking at this was that they were to make

lists of what they felt were their own strengths and weaknesses in relation

tothe.team.

When all of the-team members had completed their/lists, they were

asked to post them on the walls around the room. Then, al/l the team members

were asked to "mill around" and read each of the other team member's'lists

and to add their own comments. In this fashion, each team member ended uP

with A list of "helpful" and "unhelpful" behaviors, as the other team members

perceived them. The process of completing ond another's list took about 45



minutes. ' When-all the ltsts were completed, each team member took some

time along to read and consider the feedback they had jUst received.

The cOnsultantSthen laid.the ground rules for the remaind4r

of this feedback session. They explained that the feedbaCk received by

each team member, beloriged to that member: and consequently, each member

needed to choose how to.Use the feedback he or she had just Teceived. "Several
.

options were presented.. First of all, the team members could choose siMOIY'.
.

.

to consider the feedback personally and decide if there was some information
,

that was useful to them for their future reference. Under this option,At

wOuld not be necessary to discuss any of the feedback with the team. If

the entire team decided to choose this option, the :discussion would end

immediately.

Another option was for each team member to seek yarification

about his .or her feedback. Perhaps some of the feedback was unclear, not

specific enough, or more igermation about the others' perceptions' was ,

needed. In the latter case, one-person may ask the other team members to

describe which of his or her behaviors Ted to their perceptions. Alternatively,

one team member may want feedbaCk from other team members on a particular

issue raised by one or two team members. When'team members choose the

option of asehg for clarification, it is their responsibility to initiate

the, request and to be clear about exactly what they want from whom.

The,third and'final option enabled, each team member to'"contract"

for feedback in the future about a .particular,behavi. .Under this,option,

team members could decide that they.might benefit froml(nowing exactly what

they were doing to create a partiCular perception or reaCtion at the time

This could be useful either to help clear up anythey_were doing it.



misunderstandings right on the sOof, or to help: .person change behavior of

which they might not be aware:,

The consultants' role was to facilitate and to clarify com,

munication. If a team member asked for further clarification from another

member on a specific"behavior, the consultants might help the.former to

clearly state his or her request and to ask the latter to paraphrase the

request,to ensure accurate communication. ,When further clarification was

proVided, the consultants might ask the'receiver to paraphraseit and to

(describe some examples of specific instances when such behavior occurred.

They would then check to see if the other.members shared the perception of

those instances as an example of the behavior.
%

..The consultanfs. Were also Concerned with the:team's emotional tone

.They realized that team members might be sensifive,to,feedbact:fabout Unhelpful:.
. , ,

I

,behapors and personal weaknesses so they triel to ensure that sudi feedback

was -given clearly,and constructively. Constructive' feedback focuses on

behaviorsthat'..the receNerlias.the power .tc change. It is not evaluative

,nOr'is it judgmental. :Me coosultanis were,also,concerned with the level
. : .

ef receptivity of each-teat member to feedback. They realized that there'

, is such a thing-.as.too muth fedback at One time, and w6610 tntervena to

regulate the Process as the need.arose.

Following the presentation of the options and a discussion

of the consultants' role, the,team members took responsib'ility for their

-own feedback sessions What followed was an eight-hour group discu-ssion

.that woUld fake an additional chapter to describe in any meaning d way.

Each team merriber had a turn to ask for clarification about Some bit of

feedback, and most contracted for ongoing feedback from, specific indivi-

duals or the group, as a whole.
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In the case )ust'described,-the primary designs for team building .

were data feedback-and confrontation. Using these designs, the consultant

identified the. problem areas for the. team and moved them into cons'tructive

problem solving and conflict resolution. To aid in the team building, the .

consultants made use of educational inputs about the nature of team building,

aboUt the various methods-of making decisions, and about how different

kinds_of organizational pressures stemming from the structure and function

of the team create stress among team members. Equally important, the con-

sultants provided a well organized design through which team members could

,constructively confront one another with their differences and succetsfully

reach a negotiated compromise, resulting in each member feeling a degree Of

inf14ence overthe final decision. As time went on, it became more and more

clear lo all that the interpersonal- processes of the retreat were more

important than any particular outcome or solution that was decided upon.

It is clear too that-the skills and competencies of the consultants

were important 'variables in the success of the team-building experience...*
.

.

Such competence is.a result of adeqUate.training in the technolOgy of team.

building and experience in applying it.. It is no suprise, then% that:the

cost of'such outside consultation is high, andas.a result is beyond the ,

'fiscal reaCh of many school districts'. This is particularly true for

:districts that haVe made a major commitment tO .the team model throughout

their system.. .This pretents a problem, as team building experieftes°,. such

aOhe one described above are:critical for'contfnued'affecttve'teaM functi:on7

ing. It is just this problem that has led some'school districts to .establish,

cadres of O'rganilational specialists within their district.

Cadres of Organilational Specialists Within School. Districts

Cadres of organizational specialists are dittrict-wide teams
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,

composed of in-district personnel whp have been trained in the t eory and

technology of organization development and team building. These specialists

function as part-time consultants while carrying out their full-ti.me

teaching, coordinating, or administrative responsibilities. Their training

and functioning is often carried Out On their owntime ahd.on..a VOlUntary

basis although some relief may be provided in some districts.

Members of the cadre use their understanding and skills to help

others in the district clarify communication, reach out to use relevant

resources, systematically solve problemvand make Jecisions; assess p o-

gress toward educational goalsand cope with the stress ofinterdependence

and conflict in a productive way.. They work with teaching teams, building

staffs district-wide teams, management teams, and parent, student, and\

community teams. In addition, tney.offer inservice training courses in '

organization developmenttheory and skills. for individuals in the distriot.

Cadres of organfzational'specialists are now an integral part f,

two sthool districts in the Pacific Northwest. One in Kent, Washington, has

been operating since 1969; the other in Eugene, Oregon, since 1971. Theses

cadres were initially trained and installedty members of the Program on

Strategies of Orgarizational Change in the research and development section.

of the Center for Educational Pblicy and Management at the UniVersity of

Oregon in Eugene. 'A document by, Arencis and Phelps entitled Establishing.

.Organizational Specialists Within School Districts describes the way schoo

districts can create and maintain cadres on their own (see the annotated.
)

bibliography below for additional information).

o
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Annotated Bibliography

(Chapter, 6)

ArendsR:I. and J.H. Phelps. Establishing Organiza6onal Specialists-Within:

..Schopl Districts.Center for Educational Paicy 4nd Management
ft

University of Oregon, 1973, (minieo).

- This documentldescribes how two cadres of organizational

specialitts were established, their rationale, the success of

their Work, and provides practical guidelines for the establish-

ment of cadres in other school districts.

Beckhand, R. Organization Development: Stra egies and Models. Reading-,

)
Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley, 196 ) .

, .

This booklet defines organization development as an

effort planned organization-wide and managed from the top to in-

, crease organization effectiveness and health through planned

.interventions in the organization's processes, using behavioral-

science knowledge. The term "change manager" it used to refer t

those who are responsible for the organization's operations and

effectiveness and who must accept major management responsibility

in any planned organization or'unit-wide change ,effort. ,The term

"change agent" is used to re.fer_ to those peoPle; eithen inside or

outtide the Organization, who are W6Viding technical, specialist

or consulting assistance.in the management of a change effort.

Alternative arrangements for linking organizations and outside

resources and for the use of internal Change agents are describe

. Boyer, R.K. Development for the N w Organizational Team. Butiness Quarterly,-



1969 34, 64-71.

This article.focuses on the use of laboratory methods.

, in an orginizationai development program designed to enhance the

effectiveness of new organizational teams. The-general problems

facing the new organizational teams anethe organizations which

form them are portrayed as follows: (1) What resources will the

new team need? (2) How will the new team use its resources?

(3) How soon, if ever, will the new team become effective? .Seven

main areas of concern in organizational development programs are

identified: (l), the authority 'structure versus a multitude of

complex interpersonal working relationships which bridge functions

and individuals; (2) interdependency among people and functions;

(3) the Creative management of uncertain0; (4) the management -or-'

conflict; (5) Openness, direct communication, trust, selfri-nsight,

and interpersonal comp'etence; (6) relationships with dynamic en-

ironments; and (7) a Systets approach to interrelated individual

skills, attitudes and behavior, interpersonal relationships and com-
.

petence, orgnizational structure and policies and brg'anizational.

technology.,-:

sst..eff

Harrison, R. Role Negotiatinn: A,Tough-Minded Approach to Tpam Development.

In Nrke and Hornstein (Eds.), The Social Technology of Organiza-

tion Development.° Fairfax, Virginia:, NTL Learning Resources

Corporation, 1972. Pp. 84-96.

This article preSents a self-interest model of role

-

negotiation as a means for resolving role conflict tn feams.

. Tuning Up theStaff foe Or.ganiiational Change. , Secondary Edu-
- J
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cation. 1969, 44, 339-246.

The author suggests six steps which seem appropriate

to any major organizational innovation: (1) the 'examination of

present-practices; (2) the clarification of: purposes; (3) the
,

examination of new models; (4) the development of new skills;

(5) thejprotection of change; and (6) the feedback for. grOwth.

Three conditions for change are as follows: (1) an atmosphere of

freedom which encourages thoUghtfu) experimentation; (2).an organ-

ization hierarchy which not only v.Aluq,s competence but also Assumes

coMpetence in all staff members;, and (3) an 'organizatio.h in which

decisions ere made as -clOse to the operational .level as ts pos-
4

sible.

Fox; R.S., R.A, Schmuck, E.M.' Vain Egmond, M. Ritvo, C. Jung. Diagnosing

Professiona] Climate of Schools. Fairfax,.Virginia: NTL Learning

Corporation, Inc, 2817 Dorr Avenue 1973.
2

This menial is designed to help staff members asSess and

improve the professional climate ortheir schdol-§-.--It has two main

parts_l_part one_presents ideas and concepts relevant to the pro-
'

cess of educational change, the schoOl ai a system,-and organi-

zational problem solving; part two contists of a series 9f in-

struments which can be used to measure key aspects of a school

system' s capabi 1 i ty for .s el f-renewal .

Pino, R., R. Emory, and C. Jung. Preparing .Educational Training -Consul tants.-

Portland, Oregon: Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, 1973..

This is.a packaged program for training. OD consultants
_ ,

. .

for schools and districts.
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Schein, E.H. Process Consultation: Its Role in Organization Develcipment.

ding, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley, 1969. k

In standard Ionsultation models, the cbnsultant gives

-expert tdvice on how to
1

sol e a particular problem which the or-
.\

/

ganization has identified nd is concerned about pissing on his

. knowledge, whereas in proc Ss consultation it is'assumed that

'-the organ4zation doe$ mot n1ow
.

hoW to use itsown:retdUrces

effectively either in initial problem solution or in. implementa-

tion of solutions and the process consultant is concerned about

. passing on his skills and vllues.

Schmuck, R.A. Developing Teams of Organizational SOecialists. In R.A. Schmuck

andA.B. Miles (Eds.), Organization Development in Schools. Palo

Alto: National Presi Books, 1971. Pp. 213=230.

This

,

article-describes the uses cf a cadre of organi-

zational specialists-in-a school district. Some notes on buiJding .

a cadre are included.

SChmuCk, "R.A. .InCorporating SurvO. FeedbaCk in/OD InterVentibns.,.

(Presented to the American Educational Research Association,

1 -1973.) Occailonal Paper of CEPM7CASEA, University of Oregon,

1973.
.9

Th45 article describes methods of psing data

'feedback in.OD interventions and team-bUilding.
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Schmuck, 1A., P.J. Runkel, S.L. Saturen, R.T. Martell, and C.B r .

- f

Handbook of Organization Development. in Schools. Pal to:

National Peess. Books, .1572.

This-book provides a collection of directions and speci

fications-useful inothe practical application'of OD techniques.

It is designed at a reference tool and as an.action-oriented

guide.. The first two chapters explain the ovenall concepts neces-

sary.fon planning intervention in schools and districts and set

the framework"for the rest of the Handbook. In wticulir, they'

serve as an introduction and guide .to Chapters 3 through 8, each

.

of which presents a ratioyale and methods for improving,a parti-
. e

cular function of the school'organization. Let us use Chapter 3

as an example: Discussing the clarification of coMmunication,
-

it begins .by presenting the concepts and principles'that are

pertinent to the Foblem.of-commUnication and follows-.tliese with
AC

a fews'hont readings relating the authors! ideas to the larger

literature. Next, the chaptet providet some toolfOr_issessing:

the present condition of communiCation-in.an organization: Ex-.
4

encises are detcribed by'which organizatiOnal membe s can exaMine

theiroWn Communicatire prOtessesand learn some n w methods 0'

faceltolface CommUnication. Then the authors off r some pro-
,

cedures' for use in several situations that are li ely to arise

durfng an organization's actual work day: Finally, ways of build-

ing training episOdes 4re des.c.4bed to help incr ate the flow and

clarity of communication. Each'of the chapters 3-8 has a similar
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structure. The last two chapters discuss designtng and evaluating
.

training programs. The emphasis in OD is ona'the 'System as a*

'target for change, rather than on isolated individuals, but each

member of,the system is actively invol.ved in the asessment,

diagnosii anditransformation of his own organization%

Walton, R.F. ,Interpersonal Peacemaking: Confrontation and Third Party

Conultation. zReading, Massachusetts.: 'Addison-Wesley, 1969,

-The authoroffers some p.roVocattve insights into the alm-

plexities of the third party role; his approachvinVolves improving
7

intergrOup relatiOns by iMProving relations between fheir repre-
.4, ,

sentatives.

k

a
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meeting debriefing."

Members thou hts and feelin After' the meeting is over, it is

-Important to collect information aboutithe cognitive and affective reilctions
-

of the members, to the meeting. Important questions to assess the team's

effectiveness are: Do members end up rith a clear idea of what was discussed

or decided. or are they confused and nleed to check with the formal' team

leader at a later time? Do the decisions that were made at the meeting or

Ulf: actions that were planned, get carried out? Are there opinions and

feelings that were not expressed during the meeting that only get expressed

in_twobr-three-way conversations after the meeting is over? Do members

leave the meeting with a sense of satisfaction and accomplishments or

senses of boredom or frustration? Answers to queries such as these will

give an indication of how effective.the meeting was and of how effectively

the,team is acting.

Recognizing an effective meeting. Along with the above three

clusters of meeting behavior, there are additional behaviors that can serve

'as guideposts in assessing how well_a team is performing. These are as

follows:

(1) Team

It is important for

---team_members. When

members do not igncre.seriously intended contributiops.
-;

team.meMbers to know the effect of thetr 'remarks onother

other members do not respond,. speakers cannot know whether

they_did-not hear-their re-Mark, or whether_they understood it and agreed with

it, or understood it-but disagreed with it, Or whether they thought it was

irreidVant: Team members_pdhace contributions are ignored will tend to become
.

discouraged and not continue to participate. This will ultimately limit the

e of all of its resources.

Team members,check to make sure.they know what a speaker means
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before they agree or disrgree with his or her contribu ion. There is fre-'

quent use of'paraphrase,\ impression checks and sum4ries to clarify assump7

)ns about what otihers re meaning and feeling.

(1) Team iiembes s eak foil' themselves. Team me bers sta-
r

their reacti9ns are their own. They do not attrib4e them o others or °give

the impression they are sp aking for othtlp, ,,ey try to st away from

' statements like "most teachers feel" or ". s viould appre iate," etc.

(4) All contributions 'Are viewed as bel inging to th group, to

be used' or not as the group decides. Team member who make su gestions do
'

not have to defend them agalatt others. -Tht entira group assume responsi-

1

bility for evaluating_ it, alOng wiA- all other suggestions.

' I

, (5) Team members partic1 te-in-different but com limen ar wa s

While some team members are fulfilling work- func ions, oth&s carr V

emotional fum,-..tions. Thus while some members may be priAing inf

others are atte-nding to meMbers reactions tO it Also, members par tcjpate

out s6dial::

ration

_

the wo,k _as_it -reflact$ their intere-its.ancrcapaci ties:-
.,

H .

1---

(C Whenever the team sensas_it is having trouble getttn work
7

--db.-n-67-ft tries to find the reason. Team members are eastW_Able to

___ 1

the_diacussion- from the work to social-emotional -is'sues when symptoms
,

s i ft

--'--dtificuIty Arise, ltke:hair-splitti-,, obyfOlfstooints are repeated ,OV r .

,
.

Ttntrover;-:pol a ri zati on-JoLIhe. teaM, apathati c /parti ctpa ti on, etc .

(7) :Team member---i-:Yecogin1ie1that they 'are always making deci ions,

-dad-they-do openly and-pUrposefuily rather 'than byzdallifft--.----0-11-any sue

.
_

the. team may decide to take action or not to tike action. Thky can de ide

iopenly- not .to take action, of they can,take' no action by default. Decisions

ab. ,

I.by., default,are often ,
unclear- and ape felt .aS failures V:tearit members Ind

.
,

i'create, tension: and a' 'IOW sense/6f commitment among them. Al so.;: team menbers

'. ... .: . ,.. 7
,
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tend to see eac decision as an experiment which,can be carried outs evaluated,

and revised in the light of experience. Also, team members are aware, in each

case, of how the decision is going to be made.

(8) Team members express 4isagreement and bring conflict ovt into

the open and deal with it. Members recognize that'conflict is ineOtable and

may even be valuable to the team. They' knew that the choice is theirs as to

Whether the conflict will be open and subject to team control, or r Auised,

and out of team control.

8 5

I.
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Annotated Bibliography

(Chapter 4)

_Cartwright, D. and R. Lippitt, "Group Dynamics and the Individual" in

International Journal of Group Psychotherapy; 7,(1), 19571

pp. 85-162.

This discussion of the relation between individuals

and groups centerS,on conformity pressures whicF cam foster .

heterogeneity or uniforillit4of ihinkin'g. and behavior and on'
.

the potential strenghtening of baitkindTv-idifits--and-groups-b34,

qualitative improvements in the-nature Of,interdependence bOweenN-:

in te grated i ndi vi dual s and 'cohesive groups di.vidua1 satis-\

faction, group prOductivity, and adaptability are affected-by

the quality of relationships lie,tween the individual members and

the team.a

Gibb, J.R. and L.M.Gibb, "Humanistic Elements in Group GroWt.h" from J.

Bugental, ChalTeilgeSTWiliUmanistic Psy5ho189.Ya Pp. 161-170.N
.. MoGraw-Hill, °Inc; 1967.,.-N

,--
.

The 'authors sech indicates Tour sign3fecant. and ._,-

-----

.43

10

interdependent dimensions whic re relevant to -group heiith:

(1 ) the degree of reciprocal trust am ns. members;. (2) the yalidit4(

'-
of the feedback system a:nd effectiveness of concensual decisjon

--
making; (3) the determination and aStessment of grbiipiRpals; and

...

(4) the kiegree of,rcal interdependence in the system; are

tant indiCators Jof the quality Of gk'oup functioning.

impor-
-

'

Gilmore, S.K. , The COM thr in Training-. 'Englewood- Cl iffs New er..-,ey':

Prentice.7_Hal 1, Inc.-, 1973, pit.;.--2,10-261.
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Communication processes are4described and exemplified

in pp. 230-261. Although the book is.directed to'beginning

counselors the communication practice and explanations are

useful tO a group who wants to .understand and-improve their

communication behaviors. Such things'as nonverbal behavior,

paraphrasing, perception checking and description of behavior

and feelings are included.

Hare, P:A. , E.F. Borgatta, and R.F. Bales, (Eds.), Small Groups: Studies in

.e '
Social Action. A.A. Knopf, Revised edition, 1965.

A.good, though old (orfiinally published.in 1955)colr

lection of writings on the historical and theoretical backyroupd-

'-ours, the individual, in'social situations and the group as

a sys,tem of soAal interactibn. Suuch specifics as deci

makinj, leadership, feedback and cdMmunicati

solving are subjects of the a included.

and .,..oblem

-

itInton, 11.1::, And H. R.kje.-oups and Organizations. Belmont, Calff.:

Wj.ds.werthT. Co., Inc., 1971.
.

A n.imber of readings on gro00 and organilationtheory-

\ald.functioning. OuLe-a few of the ai4iCles

Othin-aild'between groups.. 7here a.ee also artrdles on coheswe-:,.
. , .

. .

nest, 1eaderihip, decision makhnetti

. _.----

Katz D. aild R.L. Kahn-. "Fne-ptychological Basi:S:b. "OFgiaii4t-tiitia-F,Effecti+fe-, - ,v1-
\-.

-. nessiirilkatioand KahnThe'SOcial PsycholOgy'OfOtganizatiOns,--

--, New York: 4ohn Wiley. and Sons, IriC., 1966, pp. .336-389.

This chapter develops a .frimework for understanding the_ _
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!Oat ;hip between behaviors that ire required to,achieve high
,

ie' F organizational effectiveness and various motivatiOrial'

patterns inherent in the .structure of organizations. Four moti

vational patterns, i.e., (1) legal compliance (2) instrumental

sfactiona (3). selfrexpression, and (4)'internalization of

organizational goals, are eaCh analyzed in terms of its ability.

to generate three patterns of.benavior rquired fbr organization-
,

al effectiveness, i.e., (1) joining and remaiiling in the organi-

zation, (4dependably performing assigned roles,!and (3) engaging

in occasional innovatie and cooperative behavior. The chapfer

concludes with a.review of the emiSirical research that bears upon

the framework.

Lamber , W.W. and W.E. Lambert, Social Psychology, Englewood Cliffs, New

Jersey: Prentice-Hall,.Inc., 1064, .Chapter 6, "The Individual in

Group Settings."

4 This chapter discusses'the-effecti=of group membership%

dn the behavior of:individuals, Some ideas abOut conformity,
.

leadership, grdup.communication netwOrks,,democratiC-aUtocratic .

and cooperative-competitive group structures and intergroup

conflict are brifly stated and.2xemplifid.
0

,Lippitt, G.L.4r .xganization Renewal. New York: AppletorhCentury-:Crofts,

1964, p: 316,

The author blends.behavioral anU managerial science
.

with his own experience in presenting a frame of reference for
41,

initiating and maintaining,organization renewal brocesSe. The

chapter- on work groups in organtiations iS a theOretical discus-
.

.
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sion of teamwork in terms of what factors affect group effective-

nesS; what is characteristic of teamwork and A "healthy" team

and how can a leader contribute to effective group functioning.

teiner, I.D., Group Process and Productivity. New York and London:

Adademic Press, 1972.

How well a group performs,a task depends on three

classes of variables: tisk demands, resources and process. Task

demands include the requirements imposed hy the task itself or

by the rules, under which the task mus_t be performed. Resources

include all.relevant,knowledge, abilities, skills, or tools pos-,

sessed by the individuals attempting to perform the task. Process

%.

consists of the actual steps taken by an individual or group

when confronte.i by a t 1/4, the individual or collective actions

of those.who 6e .1.assiced'a task. The discussion covers

types of lroup size and group heterogeneity

and homogeneity, a aote on conEsiol. and a final chapter on the

:fro* a system and en group process.

J. °The Interpersonal Gap," fn SOmuck and Runkel Handbook of

Organization Developmet.' in Schools, National Press Books, 1972.

Pp. a2-86.

In this article, Wallen notei that the difference
Ak

betw-.. the effect that one's actions actually produce in another

person and the effect that one intends to prodOce is often quite

large. He calls this discrepancy the interpersonal gap." Both

iC'entions and effects are private. Only actions are observable

and their meaning.is ambiguous, This is the dilemma posed by-
. .

the 1nter0ersona1 gip.
8 9
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Chapter 5

Convening Educational Teams

We have already described the impOftance of face-to-face Inter-
,

.;

actions for ij.team's functi,)ning. tiost\of the Ithportant work and social-

emotiOnal processesIcan be seen at meetigs.tlBy attending to interpersonal
,

interactions at team meetings, the team member can discernhe team's be-
,

havioral.norms which, in turn, reflect the team's goals, apOeved procedures,
,\\

and affective climate. The kinds of co.aunication epLouraged at team meet-

44;
ings indicate the expectations and skills members use to coordindke their,

,

' A*

efforts. The amount of time devoted to goal setting and goal reihning in-

dicates the impor'..r-e team(members givOhem in relatien to other9cactivi-

ties. AssumPtionF shared about the functias of conflict can be n&d in

the ways in which opposing views are Uncovered and handled. Comparisons also

4 4
can be made among problem-solving and decision-making activities to under-

tand how team members'have oryanized to aceomplish their tasks. Finaily,

.

one can watch the degree to which participants cOmment on the.ways in which

they conduct their meetingA, and attend to how they assess changes in their
-

group processes.

Role f the Convener

Educational teams woremore effectively in neetings when a member

is clearly designated as the convener for the session. The convener acts

as the discussion leader, facilitating yet not domihating the communications.

..
.

.- .. . . . . . ..

. : . ,
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The convener is not to act passively; but forcefully and dOlinitely in

relation to the teaM's.work and sociekemotidnal procetsei.

Tests of the team are important to the'conVener, It so are the'
.. - /

wayt that7thie team atdomplishet its tasks." l'he convener...steers the group

,

to discuss its social-emotional prOcesses when thatould\be helpful. She..

W.' he should be aWare,of team mortors'who appear to be outs de of.the dis-

tussion.,'At the same time, the convener must IA conscious of time and,help

move he team along% In our model of how teams should act during meetings, 0

.the nen,er9ns the legitimate.authority for tonducting-the meeting and

thus houid like the official leader of the team during...the meeting. '-

) Ao'matter how important the convener feels the tlistUssiOn to bt'l

at particular--shnomete-s-hotrnember that. fhe group membe s

have made an implicit pactfto.dtscuss certiinitemS duringlthe.meeting,./ind'

to end at a stated time. If the team'seems to'be taking tcO mUth,timl.for

one agenda item,.the convener 'should tall this to the atterltion of/the team,-

and ask something such as, "Do you' wish to subtract-time from other items,

cancel one or more items extend the Meeting, or what?" Conveners should

demand a procedural decision, but they need ,not choose a solition or even

suggest one. The team is usually capable of doing this; yáien th 3,--ate not,

it is useful to discover the fact.

Modeling communication skills. The person taking the role of

the convener ,shOuld be especially conscious of using effective communica-

tion skills. We have found the most important skills to be: paraphrasing,

impression checking describing behaviors, describing own feelings, and'

taking surveys.

(1) Paraphrasing. This is"a skill for checking with another team

memb& to be sure YoAnder*stand his or her stateMents -as they, were intended.
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It iS'a skill Used for reducing potential Miscommunication. When paraphrasing,

state in your own words what tife other person's statement meant to you. This

skill does not involve a simple repeating of the,other's Words. Rather it

entails showing the othat you haVe understood his or her meaning. Ex-

moles include, Is this . . . (statement) . . . an accurate understanding

of YOLAr idea?". or "Would this be an example of your point?" (followed by a

statement of a specific example). Paraphrasing is an essential .§W1 for

effective work processes in teams and should be-employed _often by the convener.

(2) Impression checking. When using this skill, you describe

what you believe to be the other elligsorrrg---..iners,..e in order

o c eck if you are accurate. For example, "rget the i.mpression you'd like

to change the subject. Is that accurate?" Impression checOng can als,o be

targeted at identifying feeling.itates shared,by several team members. "For

example, "I key-septliat several people would like to wive on.to another

, topic. Am1 right?" The skill is similar to paraPhrasing; however, in im-

pressiO checking, the convener focuses on the a'ffective aspects of a mes-
.

sage ra her than the cognitive aspects. When trying an impression check,

you should be careful to' be tentative in your description of the other's
.

feeling, and stay away from evaluating.it as being favorable or unfavorable

on attempting to explaih,or interpret it.

(3) DesCribing behaviors. This skill entails reporting specific

observable behaviors of the other or the team without evaluating or making

any kind of statement concerning.his or her intentions, attiLudes, and

personality. The object of describing behaviors objectivelpis to provide

the other with a clear idea of the specifi behavior to which you are

responding. For example-,'"Dick and Allen have dorie nearly all the talking

and the rest of .us have said very little.'

9 2

A"
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The astute convener will often use behavior descripCons together

with one of the other communication skills such as impression checking or

describing feelings (defined below). When used with an impr,ssion check,

the behavior description tells the other which of his or herlbehaviors

ha%'/e led you to speCulate that he or she. may be feeling a certainaway. For

example, ,"YOu don't look at me when yoivspeak. to the_teamh---you-usually-------
_ _

look-at Joe orMike. Do you trust them Tore than you trust me?" When used

in.tandem with a de tio behavior description lets the

other know the impact of his or her behavior on your experience. For example,

"YOu look at Joe and Mike when you-art addressing the team more than you look

at me and I feel hurt and left out when you are doing that."

(4) Describing-own feelings. Describing your own feelings ntails

specifically, identifying your feeling by name, analogy, or figure of speech

so.that others understand what you are experiencing. Describing your feel-.

ings should be distinguished from expressing your feelings.. Feelings get

.expressed..in many different wayS"and many different feelings get expressed -

tht same way, so that the expression of feelings tends to be ambiguo s and'

Object to misinterpretations. Describin6 oWn feelings should also/be

distingdished fromtpresenting an idea or. actIon.plan. -When describing a

,

feeling, make sure
\

that the statement includes an emotional state that

taking place inside of you. Typically, for example, pnrases that begin'with

"I feel that"'usually involve ideas anu recommendations rather than feel-.

ings. For example, "I feel that you are wrong" is hot a direct feeling

des7.ription, The sentence could hive been: "I think that you are wrong."

But, "I feel angry by what you lust said!"'is clearly a feeling deiChiption.-

(5) 'Taking surveys . sIn taking a survey, t-e'converier asks that

meMbers of the teaM respond withAheir thoughts'and feelings on a particWar
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subject. The Survey begins with one teamimember stating the question,
-

issue or decision. NeXt, someone else paraphrases it to make certain
v .

it has.been understood. Then every one, in turn, states his or her post..___

.tion or opinion on the issue,.trying to be as_succinct-at-possiblt. During

_
the'surveythe-team-ha-S-In implicit pact that no'member is kfloWcd toremain

silent. Even if a membe_r_has-no-apinicot r nothing'to say, that,member must'

explicitly Say so. Any Member of the team, not just the convener, can call.'

for a survey at any time and it automaticOly pre-empts the teams attention
/

Until every Member has'spoken.

DClarifying team goals. Another importankfUnction of the convener._

is to helpthe..team tOclarify its core goals.' there ate.a variety of ways

to accompliSh this, and the convener/should have.a repertoire of'techniqUes..

The convenercan introduce brainitorming which involves throWing oui ideas

witlout attending to their reasonableness or feasibility. Another-is -an
7

exercise that encourages team members to fantaiize abouthow things migh.t

Ideally .be. 'Orpcontrastingly, the convener can encourage team membett to '

utt behaviOr description when' discussing teaM goals. The last point is

very impOttant,-especially if the team hopesló assess-hOw-wtlI it is doing

on pursuing its .goals.

The language used ih . statements should finally be precise

and operational. The words chosen shoilld describe specific behaviors or

, -
carefully delimited concepts. For example, "team-meetings will have a

rotating convener and will include seven minutes of debriefing-at the endr

or ",Any student leaving the 1 - 2 team will be abie to cOunt to 200; add
. .

Combinationsup to 2, and be able to meaiutt in pounds, feet, and inches,".

etc. The more precise the words are elle more,likely-several.different"

people reading the goal statement will gtt the same.dnderstanang of it,

9;9 ar
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The convener should encourage the team to,discuss goals in terms

of who will .be doing what and when. . If one'goal of a lower% grade teaching

team is to have students "get a 'godd statt in reading" it is iMportant that
. ,

the team's understanding Of.a "good start in'readtng" is made vety.clear,
,.

lt

Does it. mean that 1;.1, the end of five month§ of school, each child wil.1 be
%

agerly working during the reading lesson? DC4s it Mean that iiy June,
,

each chi'.I will_ be able to work out the words presented in the first year
.

reader independently? boes it mean that after six months, every _child will
A

be

1
ble to enjoy 'and read some book in the schooil library? Whatever parti-

4c ar tearirmembers have 'in mind, the goalIdtatement must corinUnicategthat
.

meaning as clearly.as possible to all member's and for'example, to.any parent)
1 '

of a.first grad/who hsks about reading goals.' The CommunicatiOn skills
t

,

described above can fa/cilitaie the teim's getting clear on goals.
OD

I Several exercigei can be'h.tiated by the convener to help the
.,*

team- arrive at, importarit goal statements: .
.

(1) Say it another\voy. The team sits in a circle. A tOPic for

getting ta.some goal Itatements ts decided uponsuch as tie team:s meetings .

, . ., ..

or-the team's work go ls, etc. ...,Each time team members state an ide t' t "'--.-

-,, .
.

.

they belicwe to be re t or important to tift teaM'sgoals,fthe discus-
.

,

sion is momenta;fl.; s opp and the convener asks tha,team to find as
,.,

. ,,

many statements as posIstble which paraphrase the origial idea. Meters
.

try in-turm to cbme 4 with restatements until no one can.find a reasonable
,

aTternatiye'paraphraS The convener should encourage theteam to arr'ive

dt tlyry best goal statements-jor any particular topic.

(2) Brainstorrming
. 'This activity can.be ausefu it wait of-genera-

,

tlnq ot ideas,for goal statements. One or more team mappers stand at .

t

/ ,

a blackboard or newsprint pad. For a prescribed time-petiod, perKans 5 ,
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minutes, team mombers call .out ideas they have for goal statements. 'The .

statements are to be as brief as possible; no one stops to evaluate any

idea; and little time is spent fn. rlarifidation. Ideas are thrawn

,as quickly as they can be uttered and tha convener tries to keep,the atmosr
1

y'phere light and creative. .After the brainstorming is over, time is taken

to
1 ,

eicpiori and'avaluate,the. gbal.ttatements that have been generated.

. Ultimately, the team seiects eome of the oal statements to guide its work.

(3) Fantasizing the future.' 0 e way-for-the conventrto:1-ead

teaa members toward making.goal statements is to haw them fantasize how

.they. :would mOst 1 4 things to be, 5 yearsfrom now team member lists

on newsprint ways tfings Might.be different in the .-
'

The lists
\ 4

might conn dif wit' ways of-working; differenl tasks to be working on.
.\

diffeAent emotional climates within the.team or between the team and its
5A. ":.

.

.envirónment. .and so forth. The newsOrint.listc 7feputo upon the wall and
. .

'teamliembers reaeOn:e another's lists. .Some time is taken to clari what

----:1-i,bn the lists So' that all members Understand what is the il(_Iea member's.

__-- .

,
i

, A

. ' l

b1 . - - - - - ,
. . .. . '1 . .

.

444
again move around the room looking at the lists and putting:checks by the

1

three statements on each list which they find most important to_them. A .

-master-list is then made: combining similar °statements and grouping,compatible

ideas.
-

Thestatements on-t-hese.lists should be discussed thoroughlY and

uniel-stood fully by the team members. During the discussion-, the statements

sbould be reStated,__refi-hed-,andTcla..ified. Some of the statements will be

eliminated^while others May 4e extended or divided into several more specific

goal statements. AS the restatements are offered, the convener should help

the.team to focus4n who would,bd doing what, and when. /

Tem members may find that they agree op the:stated goals but do

not-move toward'them in,e'concerted fashion. Biobserving the team members

,


